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REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMISSION
DIRECTED TO MAKE AN INVESTIGATION
AND STUDY RELATIVE TO CERTAIN
PROBLEMS IN THE MERRIMACK VALLEY,
SO CALLED.

December 1, 1937.

To the General Court.
The Special Commission authorized under chapter 60

of the Resolves of 1937 has investigated and studied
problems in the Merrimack Valley as directed under the
resolve (quoted below), and submits the following report.

Chapter 60 of the Resolves of 1937 reads as follows:

Cbc Commontoealtj) of egassacjjusctts

Resolved, That a special unpaid commission, to consist of the com-
missioner of public health, the commissioner of the department of
public utilities, the commissioner of public works, the commissioner
of conservation, or a representative to be designated, in each instance,
by such commissioner, and the chairman of the state planning board,
is hereby established for the purpose of making an investigation and
study relative to certain problems existing within the territory of the
cities and towns of Amesbury, Andover, Chelmsford, Dracut, Grove-
land, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Merrimac, Methuen, Newbury,
Newburyport, North Andover, Salisbury, Tewksbury, Tyngsboro and
West Newbury, commonly known as the Merrimack valley. Said
commission shall, with respect to said territory, consider the following
problems and matters;

(a) Transportation service and facilities
(h) Traffic conditions;
(c) Establishment and operation of a sewerage district;
(d ) Disposal of waste and refuse;
(e) Purification of the waters of the Merrimack river;
{/) The improvement of roads, highways and bridges and the im-

provement and beautification of roadsides;
(g) The improvement of waterways, particularly the Merrimack

river with a view to making said river navigable;
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(A) Water supply;
(t) Acquisition and improvement of recreational facilities, includingthe construction of bath houses and beaches;
0) Acquisition of sites for parks, playgrounds, outing groves and

camping facilities and providing for winter sports;
(A) Stocking of waterways for fishing;
(Z) Flood control of the waters of the Merrimack river-
(to) Soil erosion and conservation; and
(n) General improvement of natural resources.
Said commission shall also consider the subject matter of current

house document numbered fourteen hundred and twenty-one, relative
to the establishment of the Merrimack Valley District and the Merri-
mack Valley District Commissioners. Said board shall confer with
local planning agencies with regard to such of said problems and mat-
ters being investigated and studied by it as it may deem necessary or
advisable. It shall recommend the method of carrying into effect
and financing projects recommended by it and shall make such maps,
plans and estimates of cost as may be necessary.

Said commission shall report to the general court the result of its
investigation and study hereunder, and its recommendations, if any,
together with drafts of legislation necessary to carry said recom-
mendations into effect, by filing the same with the clerk of the senate
on or before the first Wednesday of December in the current year.

Soon after the passage of this resolve, the Special Com-
mission was organized with Henry D. Chadwick, M.D.,
Commissioner, Department of Public Health, as Chair-
man; William J. Keefe, Chief Engineer, Department of
Public Utilities; Richard K. Hale, Associate Commis-
sioner of the Department of Public Works; Ernest J.
Dean, Commissioner of Conservation; and Miss Elisa-
beth M. Herlihy, Chairman of State Planning Board.
The Commission elected Arthur D. Weston, Chief Engi-
neer of the Department of Public Health, as Secretary.

The Board voted that a technical committee consist-
ing of representatives from each of the departments
named in the resolve be appointed by the heads of the
departments to cany out the purpose of the resolve and
report from time to time to the general Board relative
thereto. The membership of this technical committee
is as follows: Arthur W. Dean, Chief Engineer, State
Planning Board, Chairman; Arthur D. Weston; Edward
Wright; Francis H. Kingsbury; G. P. Edwards; Joseph
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C. Knox of the Department of Public Health; William
J. Keefe; Arthur W. Hodges; J. K. McCormack; David
J. McCarthy of the Department of Public Utilities;
Francis H. Sellew; Philip H. Kitfield of the Department
of Public Works; Frank L. Haynes; Arthur W. Merrill
of the Department of Conservation; Draveaux Bender;
Karl M. Tomfohrde of the State Planning Board.

Public hearings duly advertised were held in Lowell
on September 15, 1937, in Haverhill on September 22,
1937, and in Newburyport on September 29, 1937. On
the latter date the Special Commission with members
of the technical committee inspected the Merrimack
River from a launch between Newburyport and Haverhill.

For purposes of study, the various items in the resolve
were assigned to the following departments for their
special consideration:

1. Department of Public Health:
(c) Establishment and operation of a sewerage district
(d) Disposal of waste and refuse.
(e) Purification of the waters of the Merrimack River.
(A) Water supply.

2. Department of Public Works, Public Utilities and Planning Board;
(a) Transportation service and facilities.
(b ) Traffic conditions.
(/) The improvement of roads, highways and bridges and the im-

provement and beautification of roadsides.
(g) The improvement of waterways, particularly the Merrimack

River, with a view to making said river navigable.

Department of Public Health, Department of Conservation and
the Planning Board:

(i) Acquisition and improvement of recreational facilities, including
the construction of bath houses and beaches.

4. Department of Conservation and the Planning Board;
O’) Acquisition of sites for parks, playgrounds, outing groves, and

camping facilities and providing for winter sport
5. Department of Conservation:

(■k ) Stocking of waterways for fishir
6, Planning Board:

(l) Flood control of the waters of the Merrimack river
(m) Soil erosion and land conservation.
(n) General improvement of the natural resources
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In accordance with the above program the technical
committee was divided into various subcommittees to
co-operate on the problems as outlined above. After
independent consideration and study, reports were sub-
mitted by the subcommittees to the main technical
committee and reconsidered by them in light of the re-
sults of public hearings and discussions held at Lowell,
Haverhill and New'buryport during September, 1937.

The report herewith submitted is presented under
general classifications relating directly to the functions
of the co-operating departments.

A. Problems of the Region.

The principal problems of the Merrimack Valley are
flood control; new water supplies for several of the larger
municipalities in which questions of inadequate or un-
satisfactory source have already arisen; disposal of
sewage and industrial wastes, with the consequent heavy
and offensive pollution of the river; the development of
recreation, including ocean and river beaches, picnic
sites and trailer camps, and various local problems of
providing for summer and winter sports; the develop-
ment of navigation from Haverhill to the sea; and the
construction of several important highway and parkway
improvements.

Flood control is of tremendous importance to the valley.
The flood of March, 1936, caused flood losses (direct and
indirect) estimated at about $20,000,000, principally
concentrated in the highly industrial centers of Lowell,
Lawrence and Haverhill. The solution is one of Federal
and interstate co-operation.

Water supply problems in the valley under present
industrial conditions, although not acute, are of particu-
lar interest in connection with future development. At
present, several of the larger municipalities and a few of
the smaller are approaching the time when additional
supplies may be necessary. Due to the intensive develop-

I. INTRODUCTION
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ment of the valley, adequate sources of additional supply
of good quality for drinking and domestic purposes are
not easily obtained, and the question arises whether it
might not be better to combine several of the more im-
portant municipalities into a water district to be supplied
from the sources of the Metropolitan Water District or
by the development of a separate district supply. Fur-
ther, considerations of water supply have important
bearing on the problems of pollution and recreation.
Provisions for recreational facilities of the valley are
seriously handicapped by its intensive industrial develop-
ment, which early necessitated the reservation of nearly
all desirable and available water bodies for water supply
purposes, and the use of the river as a logical and con-
venient means of waste disposal, rendering it totally
unfit for recreation. Both of these uses of this natural
resource, in the interests of industrial development, have
jeopardized the case for recreation. Hence, the develop-
ment of recreation is more and more becoming a pallia-
tive measure of makeshift facilities out of the odds and
ends left after provisions for water supply and sewage
disposal have been first taken care of.

Problems of navigation improvement in the Merri-
mack Valley are complicated. Navigation improvements
above Haverhill would be too costly for serious considera-
tion, and would be greatly influenced by pending flood
control measures. Channel improvements for navigation
above Haverhill necessitate locks and dams, resulting
in pools which raise the normal levels for navigation pur-
poses, while flood measures now contemplated are de-
signed with the object of reducing stage levels due to
peak flows. Hence these navigation improvements would
almost entirely vitiate the benefits of flood control reser-
voirs, the storage capacity of which, it has been estimated,
would reduce the flood peak at Haverhill by almost three
feet.

From even a brief consideration of the various inter-
related problems, as outlined above, it became evident
that two approaches were necessary; first, a detailed
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technical study of each of the individual problems; and
second, a comprehensive study of all in their relation to
each other. This method was pursued and the report
drafted on the basis of separate individual studies fol-
lowed by a discussion of their interrelationships.

B. Description of the Region.

The Merrimack River at its mouth in the city of
Newburyport has, together with its tributaries, a drain-
age area of 5,007 square miles, of which 1,209 are in
Massachusetts and 3,789 in New Hampshire. Of the
1,209 square miles in Massachusetts, 530 comprise the
drainage area of the Nashua River. Another large area
is the 406 square miles of the Concord River. The area
immediately adjacent to the river in Massachusetts is
comparatively limited, as the distance from the westerly
boundary of Lowell to the sea is but 31 miles and the
average width 8 to 10 miles.

As defined by chapter 60, Acts of 1937, the area under
consideration includes 17 municipalities: Amesbury,
Andover, Chelmsford, Dracut, Groveland, Haverhill,
Lawrence, Lowell, Merrimac, Methuen, Newbury, New-
buryport, North Andover, Salisbury, Tewksbury, Tyngs-
borough and West Newbury, bordering the banks of the
river from the New Hampshire line to the sea. They
embrace an area of about 320 square miles, which is only
6jq> per cent of the total drainage basin. However, these
17 municipalities contain 40 per cent of the population
within the drainage area. This valley is one of the most
important manufacturing regions of the State, and world-
famous for its textiles and shoes during the past half
century.

The greater part of the region under study is made up
of low, rolling hills that serve to break up the generally
level valley floor. There are few steep slopes and few
large areas of swamp land. The general slope is toward
the north and northeast. The soils are made up of glacial
drift, many laid down by water in the post-glacial period.
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Stony and sandy soils are common, and there are large
areas of muck.

The three principal cities of the region are Lowell,
Lawrence and Haverhill, with populations in 1935 of
100,114, 86,785 and 49,516, respectively. The total
population in the valley in 1885 was approximately
180,000, reached a peak in 1925 of 346,000, and fell to
332,000 in 1935. The most rapid growth of the region
took place between 1885 and 1905, averaging better than
10 per cent per five-year period. Since 1910 the rate has
been considerably reduced, the 1925-1930 period actually
showing a loss of 4.7 per cent.

The principal industries are cotton spinning, woolen
and worsted goods, and shoes. The minor industries are
printing and publishing, the manufacture of foundry
and machine shop products, and clothing. Nearly all
have experienced considerable difficulties in the last ten
or fifteen years. Long before the depression started,
industrial activity in the valley had already undergone
considerable recession, with pay rolls, the number of
employed and wages, all showing serious decreases.

The valley is not of great agricultural importance,
although considerable part-time farming, market garden-
ing, dairying and poultry farming is carried on, most of
the products of which are for local consumption in the
industrial cities. The cities along the valley have ex-
cellent railroad facilities, and highways are adequate
except as hereinafter outlined.

C. Future Growth.
1. Industrial.

The future growth of the region will depend to a great
extent on its future industrial vitality. As is usually the
case in small concentrated areas, the primary factors in
the population growth will undoubtedly be immigration
and emigration, while birth rates and death rates will be
of considerably less significance. Manufacturing is
highly specialized, and unfortunately the principal indus-
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Table 1. Pay Roll and Employment in Lowell, Lawrence and
Haverhill, 1910-1936.

Lowell, Lawrence. Haverhill.
EAR ‘ Number Number Number

Pay Roll, of Em- Pay Roll. of Em- Pay Roll, of Em-
ployees. ployees. ployees.

1910 .... $13,453,128 31,449 $12,178,666 27,983 $7,175,882 12,186

1911 .... 13,015,147 30,226 12,207,829 27,649 7,676,722 12,863

1912 .... 13,774,880 30,951 13,886,514 29,251 8,498,786 13,885
1913 .... 14,553,806 31,072 13,677,522 28,566 8,809,239 13,697

1914 .... 14,001,930 29,904 15,778,442 31,043 8,614,484 13,281

1915 .... 15.804,419 31,226 14,739,141 30,466 8,598,864 13,353

1916 .... 22,144,370 37,207 20.138,754 33,449 11,216.680 15,960

1917 .... 25,003,104 36,348 25,408,225 34,040 11,792,765 15,800

1918 .... 38,277,695 40,811 32,487,587 34,381 14,549,956 15,662

1919 .... 29,864,920 30,111 32,361,598 30,319 18,351,696 15,783

1920 .... 34,785,240 29,693 41,099,549 30,874 18,507,321 12,611

1921 .... 24,246,776 24,584 36,904,884 33,387 15,073,037 11,304

1922 .... 23,417,135 24,715 30,156,923 27,200 15,387,740 12,163

1923 .... 28,255,700 27,155 41,566,197 35,292 16,255,374 12.673
1924 .... 21,859.616 22,04 7 30,406,784 26,163 13,716,478 I 11,095
1925 .... 21,178,812 21,570 30,976,235 26,275 13,892,179 11,519

1926 .... 21,008,086 20,859 31,400,308 26,777 14,712,306 11,917

1927 .... 18,888,518 18,787 28,961,874 24,898 11,870.640 9,804

1928 ....
17,557,270 17,234 24,599,585 21,047 11,418,159 9,661

1929 ....
17,100,365 17,097 26,937,739 23,105 10,458,310 8,370

1930 ....
13,551,606 13,981 23,144,176 20,582 8,928,358 8,082

1931 .... 12,530,372 13,696 24,419,685 23,500 7,237,202 7,137

1932 .... 9,730,171 12,012 13,148,958 17,239 6,135,905 7,119

1933 .... 10,399,641 13,308 17,602,918 21,469 6,685,573 8,327

1934 .... 11,347,689 13,532 16,910,938 19,880 6,872,839 7,653

1935 1
.... 12,578,566 14,952 24,846,142 27,199 6,251,120 7,540

19362
....

- - I 25,101,030 26,354 6,699,675 7,512

1 Preliminary, subject to minor revision. 2 Unavailable at present.

tries textiles and shoes, which pay more than half the
industrial wages have been most seriously affected.
Table 1 shows the trend in pay rolls and employment for
Lowell, Lawrence and Haverhill from 1910 to 1936.
The extreme vulnerability of the industry of the valley is
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clearly brought out in the rapid rise and fall in the textile
and shoe industries, which caused pay rolls in Lowell and
Lawrence to jump from 113,000,000 and $12,000,000,
respectively, in 1910 to $38,000,000 and $41,000,000 in
1918 and 1920, respectively. Similarly, the fall was
equally rapid. In 1932 the Lowell pay roll was approxi-
mately $10,000,000, and in Lawrence only slightly over
$13,000,000.

Such rapid fluctuations in industrial conditions are
bound to cause severe repercussions in the social and
economic life of the region, and affect its population
growth. Table 2 presents population trends for various
towns in the valley from 1885 to 1935, which, when com-
pared with the pay roll and employment figures of Table
1, lead to rather important conclusions. A remarkable
phenomenon and one which has considerable bearing
on the future growth is the fact that although employ-
ment, pay roll and purchasing power in these cities has
dropped 60 to 70 per cent from the high, population has
shown but moderate losses. The question naturally
arises as to what has become of the unemployed. A few
have moved away, others have found part-time employ-
ment, some have found employment outside the valley,
still keeping their old residence, and many have gone on
relief. The most important effect, however, has been a
stagnation of population at progressively lower standards
of living, the lack of income in some cases being so severe
as to prevent migration from the area.

Unfortunately for the region, the principal industries,
textiles and shoes, have been among those in which rapid
geographical changes have taken place in location of
principal manufacturing centers. To a great extent,
these changes have been the natural result of greater
advantages offered elsewhere, such as cheaper labor, free-
dom from strikes, proximity to raw materials and new
markets. During the past fifteen years these changes
have all worked to the general disadvantage of the valley.
There are certain indications, however, that some of these
conditions are beginning to show relative improvement.
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With the new trend toward more uniform wages through-
out the country, much of the advantage due to wage dif-
ferentials of other regions over New England will prob-
ably disappear. The position with regard to raw ma-
terials, of course, will not be altered. Likewise, the various
advantages of proximity to the large industrial markets
of the east, her large reservoir of highly skilled labor and
industrial capital will not be affected.

Although there has been an appreciable improvement
in the last two or three years which should continue fur-
ther for the above reasons, careful examination of the
individual industries does not indicate that they are
showing any definite signs of prolonged rapid expansion,
nor are any of the new smaller industries large enough or
of sufficient vitality and expansive quality to take their
place and again produce the tremendous pay rolls of the
boom periods of the past. Without such industries of
vital and expansive quality it would seem unlikely that
the valley will again show the rapid growth it experienced
during the latter part of the nineteenth and the early
twentieth centuries. Although the 1935 population show's
a slight improvement over the 1930, it must be remem-
bered that in both Lowell and Haverhill industrial con-
ditions were below those of 1910. Furthermore, the
industrial and physical condition of the cities after the
trying experience of the depression is such as to require
considerable capital to again put them into first-class
working condition. Thus it w’ould seem that a necessary
precedent to any considerable growth would be

(a) The location of new, vital, diversified and expanding industries
capable of employing large numbers of people and paying substantial
wages.

(6) Sufficient promise in these industries to attract the capital
necessary to recondition and expand outmoded plants.

(c) Rapid and sufficient growth to bring back the standard of living
and encourage immigration to the region.

At present there is a general trend toward smaller and
more diversified units which, while offering more stabil-
ized conditions, limits the opportunity for rapid growth.
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Hence the major trend after the sobering influences of
the depression would seem to be toward a gradual re-
gaining of the losses.

2. Population.

In view of the social and economic conditions outlined
above, the estimates of population growth are rather
conservative. Table 3 gives estimated population growth
from 1935 to 1960. It was felt that a reasonable limit for
the increase in population for the region as a whole might
be 380,000 when it is realized that although the population

Table 3. Population Estimate

Future Population in 1965.

Population, Estimate, Htat^Phmnin*
City or Town. 1935. Department ot Board an,l De*Public Health partment ofReport, Senate p£hli HealthNo. 492, 1924. 1937 '

Amesbury 10,514 15,500 12,000

Andover 10,642 14,600 13,000

Chelmsford 7.595 9,900 9,500

Dracut 6,500 11,300 8,000

Groveland 2.210 4,050 2 '220

Haverhill 49,516 85,700 56,000

Lawrence *6,785 172,000 98,000

Lowell 100,114 161,000 113,000

Merrimac 2.209 3,000 2,210

Methuen 21,073 41,000 26,000

Newbury !.576 - 1.600

Newburyport 14.815 18.700 15.000
North Andover ....

7,164 10,500 8,000

Salisbury 2,245 2,850 2,700

Tewksbury 6,563 8,500 9,000

Tyngsborough ....
1,331 1.720 1.600

West Newbury .... 1.475 2JOO I’ soo
Total 332,236 561,420 379,330

Billerica 1 6.650 6JOO ~

_

338,886 568,120

■ Included in Senate, No. 492 of 1924, but not in chapter 60, Resolves of 1937.
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in 1925 reached 346,000, it has since fallen to 332,000.
Following the estimate of the total population detailed
estimates for the individual municipalities were made as
shown in Table 3, together with estimates made by the
Department of Public Health in 1924, when there was a
decided upward trend. In general, in estimating the
growth of the large cities of Lowell, Lawrence and Haver-
hill, it was felt that although these cities were at present
somewhat below the peaks reached in 1925, they might
again reach, and perhaps slightly exceed, those figures.

Following the general curve of growth, Lowell, Law-
rence and Haverhill were estimated to have a popula-
tion in 1960 of 113,000, 98,000 and 56,000, respectively.
Similarly the other municipalities of the valley were
estimated, based in general upon rates of growth ex-
perienced in the past. In no case, however, was an
estimate made for diminishing population, even though
recent trends seemed to indicate declining population.
The total for the individual estimates was 379,330.

Although somewhat optimistic, it is felt that in the
design for new physical developments, such as water
supply or sewage disposal, it is necessary to be on the
safe side, and that the margin of error which might be
introduced would be small and of slight importance.

The agricultural future of the valley will probably be
similar to that of industry, with no rapid expansion
anticipated. In recent years specialized agriculture and
part-time farming have brought a slight increase in the
volume of farm products, but in view of the soil types and
increasing settled areas no rapid and important growth
in agriculture may be expected.

3. Agriculture.
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11. LAND UTILIZATION.

A. Existing Physical Condition.
1. Topography and Soil.

The topography of the Merrimack River watershed
varies from the hilly region in Worcester, through the
broad valley of the Concord and Merrimack rivers, to
the tidal marshes near the coast. Elevations range from
sea level to over 1,400 feet in the outlying hills.

Practically all of the present soils in the valley are of
glacial origin which makes the area of better soils very
limited. The predominant type is either stony, gravelly
in nature, or porous in texture. The principal soils,
aside from the rough stony and tidal marsh lands which
occupy considerable areas in the western and eastern
ends of the valley, belong to the Merrimac, Gloucester,
Hinckley and Woodbridge series. There are also small
areas covered by soils of the Charlton, Hollis, Coloma,
Brookfield, Essex and Orono groups. Along the immedi-
ate banks of the river and tributary streams are found
considerable areas of muck and meadow land. In the
towns of Salisbury, Newbury and Groveland are present
considerable areas of salt marsh and other swampy land.

In the section of the valley lying wT est of the city of
Lawrence is found most of the rough stony land, some
of the muck and meadow land, and a major portion of
the Brookfield soils. These Brookfield soils, although
occupying but a small portion of the total area, are very
significant from an agricultural standpoint, and have a
much larger proportion of their area used for cultivation
than most of the other groups. The major area of cul-
tivated land in the western part of the valley is found on
Brookfield, Gloucester and Merrimac loam, and fine sandy
loam. A considerable acreage of market-garden crops is
grown on the better drained areas of muck, especially
near the cities of Lowell and Lawrence. In the eastern
section of the valley the predominant soils are Charlton,
Coloma and Woodbridge. Agriculturally the most im-
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portant soils in this section are Coloma loam, Coloma
fine sandy loam, Charlton loam, Woodbridge loam, and
Woodbridge fine sandy loam. These soils occur prin-
cipally in North Andover, Boxford, Groveland, Haver-
hill, West Newbury, Merrimac and Amesbury.

Less extensive in area, yet important from a cropping
standpoint, are loams and fine sandy loams of the Essex,
Hollis, Orono, Ondawa, Palmyra, Sutton and Wenham
series. These soils are found mostly in the lower reaches
of the valley and are verjr spotty in occurrence.

2. Erosion.
In spite of the fact that most of the soils of the valley

are rather loose and gravelly in texture, the erosion prob-
lem in its usual meaning is not serious. This is due
chiefly to the climate, which encourages a dense growth
of trees in all neglected places, and to cropping practices,
which are such that the land is seldom free from some
kind of vegetative cover. The recent survey conducted
by the United States Conservation Service found no areas
where erosion was at all serious, and only a few places
where mild sheet erosion was taking place. Erosion, as
related to the washing out of lands bordering on the river,
presents a problem of a different nature, and is being
treated in another section of this report.

B. Present Agricultural Development in the
Valley.

The farming area in the Merrimack Valley includes a
combination of dairying, fruit growing, poultry raising
and market gardening. There are a number of specialized
farms, especially market gardens, near Concord, Law-
rence and other cities. The average size of farms is
smaller than in other sections of the State, being less than
40 acres for the 17 towns in the Merrimack Valley. By
individual towns the average size of farms varies from as
low as 21 acres in Chelmsford to 126 acres in Newbury.

The proportion of farm land in woodland is not as high
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as the average for the whole State, although four towns
in the Merrimack Valley, Billerica, Boxford, Georgetown
and North Andover have more than 40 per cent of their
farm area represented by woodland.

Since the amount of land available for pasture and
home-grown feed in the Merrimack Valley is not very
extensive, the expenditure for feed on dairy and poultry
farms is higher than in the less densely settled areas of
the State.

A considerable impediment to profitable operation of
commercial agriculture in the Merrimack Valley is found
in the relatively high values of farm land and taxation.
Only in five towns Merrimac, Newbury, Salisbury,
Tyngsborough and West Newbury is the average value
of farm land and buildings below $lOO per acre. In towns
like Chelmsford, Tewksbury and Billerica it is about $2OO
per acre.

To a certain extent the high cost of farm operation
caused by high land values and taxation is overcome by
nearness to the most important markets, where farmers
can obtain a good price for their produce. Nevertheless,
recent improvements in transportation and the preserva-
tion of perishable foodstuffs have enabled more distant
areas capable of supplying perishable fruits and vegetables,
as well as milk, to deprive local producers in a signal
manner of the advantages ■which they enjoy in connection
with their location.

C. Future Development and Changes in Land
Utilization.

With rather unfavorable conditions for the development
of commercial agriculture, the Merrimack Valley, never-
theless, is not likely to show any decline in the total
amount of agricultural output and the number of people
connected with farming operations. The improvement
in transportation facilities and shorter working days have
enabled a good many people working in the city industries
or other occupations to settle on the land and commute
to the places of their work. Many part-time farmers,
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dividing their time between some farming operations and
outside work, are found already scattered all over the
Merrimack Valley rural countryside, and with the pas-
sage of time many more are likely to settle on the land
areas which are now either utilized for commercial agri-
culture or allowed to remain idle. The possibility of such
use taking place is advanced by the recent and continu-
ing development of a network of good roads throughout
the valley. These make easy commuting possible over
longer distances, and make part-time farming take root
on land formerly too remote from places of business.

The general picture of land utilization in the Merri-
mack Valley is presented on a map 1 drawn to a
scale of an inch to a mile. From the observation and
study of this map it appears that very few areas of any
size are found in uniform use. Because of a great variety
of soil types in the valley and their irregular appearance,
it is extremely difficult to work out a program of adequate
development in land utilization. This difficulty is fur-
ther aggravated by the fact that in a densely settled area
like the Merrimack Valley conditions evolving from in-
dustrial and population centers frequently exert a more
potent influence on the pattern of land utilization than
the underlying physical background.

One of these factors, the movement of population into
the rural areas for part-time farming purposes, has been
already discussed. Of equal importance in recent years
has been a greater utilization of the rural countryside
for residential and recreational purposes by people com-
ing from the cities. These developments have already
produced considerable changes in the prevailing types
of land utilization in the Merrimack Valley.

In the areas of the valley, where soil is not favorable
for the development of commercial agriculture and
where part-time farming is not likely to develop on ac-
count of less favorable location, the most logical utiliza-
tion will be systematic forestry, possibly under state or
town management. This will be often combined with

Map filed with Clerk of the House for transmission to the legislative committee.
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the promotion of various recreational facilities which
are so important in connection with large concentration
of population in the near-by territory.

At present the movement toward these uses is well
under way. The recreational developments are discussed
in detail in the special section on recreation. The pro-
motion of forestry growth under systematic management
has been taken up by the State and some town govern-
ments. Small town forests exist at present in Billerica,
Groveland, Merrimac, Methuen, North Andover, West
Newbury and Westford. The State has obtained control
of considerable areas in Andover, North Andover, Box-
ford and Georgetown, and has undertaken the develop-
ment of state forests in these towns. From the stand-
point of a long-time land utilization program it appears
that there are further possibilities of extending publicly
controlled areas for recreational and forestry develop-
ments in towns like Amesbury, Andover, Georgetown,
Groveland, Tewksbury, Tyngsborough, Westford and
West Newbury.

111. FLOOD CONTROL

A. Existing Conditions.

The problem of flood control on the Merrimack River
is extremely important. The 1936 flood caused between
15 and 20 million dollars damage in Massachusetts alone.
The highly developed nature of the valley is such that
flood prevention measures are both practical and worthy
of immediate consideration, particularly if considered
in connection with development for conservation. The
Corps of Engineers of the United States Army by a flood-
damage survey determined that the flood stages at which
damage begins have been reached or exceeded 14 times
in 58 years at Lawrence, or on an average of once in
4.14 years. Following the unprecedented flood of March,
1936, complete surveys and tentative plans were made
by the Corps of Engineers of the United States Army

1. Introduction.
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for the flood control of the Merrimack Valley. An
interstate compact governing flood control measures was
formulated and has been ratified by both Massachusetts
and New Hampshire, and is now awaiting congressional
action. In the following paragraphs the subject of flood
control is discussed in detail.

2. Flood Conditions.
During the peak of the flood of March, 1936, flows on

the Merrimack River and its tributaries were the greatest
on record at practically all stations in the basin. In
addition to the unusually heavy rainfall, which varied
from 2.91 to 19.60 inches for the 11-day period, there
was approximately an equal amount of run-off from snow.
The total water equivalent in inches of this flood from
March 12 to 25 was about 20 inches over the 104 square
miles area above Lincoln, N. H., and about 10 inches over
the 4,652 square-mile area above Lawrence, Mass. Peak
flows at Lowell, Lawrence and Haverhill as estimated
were 165,500, 174,000 and 177,000 cubic feet per second,
respectively.

The banks of the river are occupied in many localities
down to or even encroaching upon the stream at ordinary
or average flow. In some cases such occupation has been
considered necessary for economic reasons and made
probably with a full realization of the hazards. In other
places settlement or development occurred in times
during which no serious flood danger was recognized
because of the lack of such a flood during these periods to
serve as warnings. For these reasons there are at this
time many structures and developments so located as to
be exposed to damage from even moderate floods, and
others so situated as to create channel constructions
which cause serious local flood problems. The highly
developed nature of the Merrimack Valley is well illus-
trated by the fact that although it contains 614 per cent
of the total Merrimack drainage basin, it suffered about
50 per cent of the total direct flood loss of $34,000,000.
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Again, these figures are emphasized when we consider
that 41 per cent of the total population of the entire
basin live within this relatively small area.

3. Value of Flood Damage Prevention.
The Corps of Engineers of the United States Army, in

order to provide a basis for the determination of benefits
to be derived by providing flood control, calculated the
annual value of the complete elimination of flood damage.
These computations were made from the damage data
collected after the flood of 1936, and were based on the
existing values and developments in the basin. The
incremental losses in one and two foot intervals of stage
suffered in this flood were multiplied by the annual ex-
pectancy of each stage. These results, listed as con-
trollable flood damage, are shown in the tables prepared
by the Corps of Engineers of the United States Army,
which follow:

Controllable Flood Damages.

Damages Reported. | Estimated
j i A

l
dn"‘ Damagc

Direct. Indirect. | inairect'

Haverhill §5,258,091 $2,624,047 $2,634,047 $10,506,185

Upper Lawrence - . . 590,349 51,758 51,758 693,865

Lower Lowell ....

3,042,489 1,207,927 1,207,927 5,458,343

Upper Lowell ....
840,346 203,635 ! 203,635 1,247,615

Total Massachusetts . $9,731,274 $4,087,367 $4,087,367 $17,906,008

Annual Value of Complete Flood Damage Prevention.

Annual Value of Per Cent of
Complete Flood Total Annual

DamagePrevention. Value.
Damage Center.

Haverhill
Upper Lawrenc
Lower Lowell
Upper Lowell

Total Massachusetts
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B. Methods of Control.
1. Development Plan Procedure.

The studies of meteorological and hydrological condi-
tions in the Merrimack Basin indicated that the “Largest
probable flood” should be very similar to the March,
1936, flood, both in magnitude and manner of occurrence,
and the formulation of a program for flood control was
undertaken on this basis. The comparative effectiveness
of prospective methods of control 1 was generally deter-
mined with reference to this flood, but in all cases allow-
ances for the possibility of a larger flood were made. All
possible methods of flood control were taken into con-
sideration and studied as to their effect on the different
reaches or localities.

Because of the long narrow area requiring flood protec-
tion in the main river basin, levees or river wr alls as a sole
means of flood protection were not found to be economi-
cally feasible. However, their great value in supple-
menting the protection afforded by reservoirs to areas of
concentrated wealth and development was recognized,
and the construction of a concrete wall at Haverhill is
now under way which will afford protection to the central
commercial district of this city. This construction work
is being undertaken as an emergency relief project under
the supervision of the Corps of Engineers of the United
States Army.

3. Channel Developments.
It was found that the initial cost of comprehensive

channel improvements would greatly exceed the cost of a
reservoir system, and the resultant disturbance of the
existent regimen would require the expenditure of con-

2. Diking.

1 All the detailsof the Flood Control Studywere furnished the Interstate Flood Committee
by the Corps of Engineers of the United States Army. From these data most of this section
has been compiled.
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siderable additional sums for maintenance. However, as
in the case of diking, channel improvements were found
very useful as supplementary rectification of specific local
problems, and channel improvements are now under way
at Lowell as an emergency relief project. It was found
that, generally, channel improvements which could offer
substantial reductions in flood damage were not economi-
cally feasible except as supplementary local protection.

4. Diversion.
Diversion of flood waters into secondary flood channels

or into existing reservoirs or large natural lakes under
certain conditions of topography sometimes offers a
feasible means of flood protection, but in the Merrimack
Valley general flood relief by the construction of flood
ways or diversion is generally not practical. At Haverhill
a reinforced concrete conduit approximately 16 feet
square and 2,000 feet long is being undertaken to conduct
the Little River safely through a commercially congested
area of the district.

5. Reservoirs

The construction of an adequate and

properly located reservoir system has the advantage of controlling
floods at their source, and thus affords protection in varying degree to
all downstream points. As a rule, the protection afforded at any
point diminishes as its distance from the reservoir increases and as
the amount of the intervening tributars' inflow and intermediate
valley storage increase. The degree of protection increases as the
time of the reservoir flood peak discharge is further removed from
coincidence with the main-stream flood wave. Obviously, the maxi-
mum flood relief at any point will be achieved by location of a reser-
voir or reservoirs immediately upstream from the point to be protected.
Similarly, in protecting an area, the maximum effect is secured by
completely controlling the tributary inflow above that area. How-
ever, the shape and slopes of the Merrimack Basin, the locations of
important flood-damage centeis, and the flood characteristics of the
tributaries indicate that a reservoir system located in the northern
part of the basin would be most effective. Normally, a system well
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essential to protect against the
any tributary, but in this basin
ly nor are their flood discharges
iin flood wave, and reservoirs on

distributed geographically would be
possibility of storms centering over
the southern tributaries are not flas
likely to coincide with the main-stre
these tributaries are, therefore, neither effective nor necessary.

The locations of the reservoirs for effective flood control
are listed in a subsequent paragraph.

6. Types of Reservoirs
Two types of reservoirs, classified as to manner of operation in

storing and discharging the flood waters, have been considered for
this basin. They are designed as retarding reservoirs and storage or
detention reservoirs. The retarding type is designed with outlet con-
duits which are always open. The conduit size is determined by
computing the maximum safe channel capacity below the reservoir
and the desired retardation of the crest of the maximum discharge to
prevent coincidence with the main-stream flood wave occurring when
the reservoir storage has reached the spillway lip. The advantage of
this type lies in its automatic operation whereby is eliminated the
necessity for flood prediction in deciding when to operate the gates
and in estimating the magnitude of the annual flood flows arriving at
the reservoir. It does away with the need for gate operators, super-
vision of operation, and flood forecasting. The disadvantages are the
loss of opportunity for more efficient operation by considering the
distribution and travel of individual storms in the basin, and the
fact that retarding reservoirs are useful for flood control only. An
adoption of this type presupposes topographical conditions such that
adequate storage is available to care for the difference between plan
inflow and safe outflow without the reservoir water-surface elevation
exceeding the spillway lip. The storage or detention reservoir is
designed with manually operated gates, and its rate of discharge is
controlled by operators in a manner determined for individual flood
forecasting. Its advantages lie in the possibility of operating the
system of reservoirs to a high degree of efficiency with respect to the
travel and concentration of a flood-producing storm over the valley,
and in the further possibility of utilizing the reservoir for storage in
the off-flood peak season. 1

1 Quotations from data furnished to the Interstate Flood Committee by the Corps of
Engineers of the United States Army.
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7. Methods of Control Best Suited to this Basin.
From the study of all the possible methods of obtain-

ing flood protection, control by reservoirs was the only
method considered feasible for a comprehensive control
throughout the entire valley.

C. Development of Flood Control Plan.

1. Flood Control Reservoirs Considered by the Corps
of Engineers of the United States Army in their
Investigation.

On the United States Geological Survey topographical
maps a preliminary study was made so as to locate all
possible sites favorable for construction sufficient to con-
trol such as that of March, 1936. Preliminary volume
capacity curves were prepared for prospective reservoir
sites, and costs estimated for the construction of each
of these reservoirs. In order to obtain the best geographi-
cal distribution the reservoirs were divided into groups
according to tributaries, and studies were then made of
the hydrology of each tributary in respect to its flood-
producing tendencies.

It was found that the lower tributaries largely control their own
flood run-off with their natural valley storage, and that the provision
of reservoirs only transfers much of this natural storage from the
valleys to the expensive artificial reservoirs. On the tributaries on
■which it was considered necessary to provide reservoir protection,
comparison was made of all prospective reservoirs on the basis of the
unit cost of storage and the two or three cheapest reservoirs on each
tributary retained for further consideration.

Tabulations were made and seven of the most de-
sirable of these preliminary reservoirs were chosen for
detailed study, namely, Allentown, Blackwater, Franklin
Falls, Hillsboro, Milford, Nashua and Shedd Brook.
Summary descriptions and cost estimates were prepared
and made available to the Interstate Flood Committee,
including a calculation of the economic analyses of the
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reservoirs and reservoir combinations, with the Corps of
Engineers of the United States Army as advisers.

Tentative plans proposed by the Corps of Engineers
of the United States Army contemplate the construction
of five reservoirs, namely, Blackwater, Franklin Falls,
Hillsboro, Allentown and Milford. If these reservoirs
had been in operation during the March, 1936, flood
they would have reduced the stage at Lowell, Lawrence
and Haverhill by 7.4 feet, 6.9 feet and 5.8 feet, and the
discharge by 56,000, 55,000 and 54,000 c. f. s.

4

The Interstate Compact 1 calls for the immediate con-
struction of the two reservoirs known as Blackwater
and Franklin Falls.

These two reservoirs, controlling a drainage area of 1,125 square miles
in the highly flood-conductive northern portion of the basin, may be
considered the backbone of any system of reservoirs for flood control
in the Merrimack Valley.

With the initial construction of these two reservoirs,
the reduction in stage and discharge at Lowell, Lawrence
and Haverhill will be 4.3 feet 33,500 c. f. s.; 3.6 feet
- 36,000 c. f. s.; and 3.3 feet 32,500 c. f. s. The con-
struction of these two reservoirs would eliminate about
60 per cent of all possible flood damage in the lower
valley. It has been estimated by the Corps of Engineers
of the United States Army that their total first cost would
be about 87,435,000, of which the State of Massachusetts
would contribute $1,142,500, thereby providing an esti-
mated average annual flood control benefit in Massachu-
setts of $226,000.

At Lowell work is in progress on a project authorized
with an allotment of $400,000 from the Emergency Relief
Appropriation Act of 1935, providing for channel improve-

2. Initial Flood Control Plan.

3. Additional Flood Relief Measures.

1 Chapter 403, Acts of 1937.
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meats by the removal of ledge rock and gravel from
obstructed portions of the river channel. This work
will supplement the proposed reservoir system and facili-
tate the passage of flood waters and lowering the river
stage by approximately one foot for a flood similar to
that of 1936. At Haverhill work is now in progress on a
project authorized with the allotment of $1,020,000 from
the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1936. The
construction of a concrete wall 2,250 feet long, and the
building of a reinforced concrete conduit for the passage
of the tributary known as Little River, will protect the
central commercial district.

This construction wall, with the top at elevation 24, will protect
the central commercial district of Haverhill from floods having a fre-
quency of about one hundred years, and with sand-bagging or flash-
boards to elevation 26, from floods having a frequency of about two
hundred years. Considered as supplementary protection to the
reservoir system, the project will afford complete elimination of flood
damage in this reach from flows up to the magnitude of those of
March, 1936, and in addition will provide a free board of about 1.5
feet from the top of the wall, or about 3.5 feet from the top of possible
sand-bagging or flashboards for protection against possibly greater
floods. 1

4. Additional Flood Benefits Flow Control
The flood control efforts described above will incidentally afford

appreciable additional benefits to power, sanitation, recreation, water
supply and others. These additional benefits to water uses may be
achieved at no additional expense, but merely by operating the reser-
voirs in the off-flood seasons so as to increase the low water flow by
about 50 per cent of the present flow. The exact manner of opera-
tion, of course, will vary from season to season, and will depend on
careful study and consideration of all hydrological factors. 1

IV. WATER SUPPLY.

A. Problem.

The principal water supply problem of the valley is
whether to continue with the present separate individual
sources, adding local supplies as needed, or to form a

i Quotation from data furnished to the Interstate Flood Committee by theCorps of Engi-
neers of the United States Army.
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water district embracing in the beginning the more im-
portant cities and towns, such as Lowell, Lawrence,
Dracut, Methuen and Haverhill, in some of which the
problem of inadequate or unsatisfactory supply has
already arisen, and with provision for extensions to other
municipalities when necessary. Several of these ques-
tions have already been the subject of investigation by
the Department of Public Health and are reported upon
in the following legislative documents;

House, No. 1450, 1923. Water Supply for the City of Lawrence and
the Town of Methuen.

House, No. 1724, 1924. Present and Prospective Water Supply
Needs, etc.

House, No. 234, 1925. New Water Supply for the City of Lawrence
and the Town of Methuen.

House, No. 1135, 1926. New Water Supply for the City of Lawrence
and the Town of Methuen.

House, No. 211, 1927. Water Supply Needs and Resources of Mu-
nicipalities of the County of Essex and of Municipalities in the
Adjacent Portions of the County of Middlesex.

House, No. 302, 1928. Water Supply Needs and Resources of Mu-
nicipalities in Essex County and Adjacent Portions of Middlesex
County, with Special Reference to Middlesex County and Merri-
mack River Valley.

B. Present Conditions.
Table I gives information regarding water supply

conditions for the municipalities of the valley. It will
be noted that Chelmsford, Dracut, Methuen, Merrimac,
Amesbury, Salisbury and Lowell have ground water
supplies, while Lawrence, Haverhill, Newburyport, An-
dover, North Andover, Groveland and West Newbury
have surface supplies; the towns of Groveland and West
Newbury being supplied from Haverhill. Tyngsborough,
Tewksbury and Newbury have no public water supplies.
Chapter 403, Acts of 1908, permits Newburyport to
supply Newbury, and at present there are about thirty-
five connections. In the town of Tewksbury 3,464 persons
resident at the State Infirmary, or about 53 per cent of
the population of the town, are supplied from a ground
water supply operated by the institution.
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Table 1. — Showing Present Sources of Water Supply for the Merri-
mack Valley Region in Massachusetts in Municipalities referred
to in Chapter 60, Resolves of 1937.

Date of In-
troduction

Municipality, of Public Present Sourceof Supply. Treatment
Water

Supply.

Amesbury . . . 1885 Tubular wells and dugwell Iron removal, chlori-
nation.

Andover .... 1890 Haggett’s Pond . Chlorination.
Chelmsford . . 1907 Tubular wells and Lowell See Lowell water

water supply. supply for treat-
ment.Dracut .... 1900 Tubular wells and dug Chlorination.

wells.
Groveland . . . 1915 Haverhill water supply Chlorination.
Haverhill . . 1802 Millvale Reservoir, Ken- Chlorination.

oza Lake, Crystal Lake,
Round Pond, Johnson’s
Pond and tributary
ponds.

Lawrence . . . 1875 Merrimack River . . Slow sand filtration,
chlorination (rapid
sand filters under
construction!.

Lowell .... 1872 Tubularand gravel-packed Iron removal and
wells. chlorination.

Merrimac . . . 1904 Tubular wells . . . None.
Methuen .... 1875 Tubularand gravel-packed Chlorination.

wells.
Newbury ...

- A fewservices supplied by Slow sand filtration.
Newburyport.

Newburyport . . . 1881 Artichoke River reservoirs, Slow sand filtration.
wells and springs.

North Andover . . 1898 Great Pond . . Chlorination.
Salisbury . . . 1915 Dug wells . None.
Tewksbury

...
- Tubular wells at State In- None.

firmary supply 53 per
cent.

Tyngsborough . . - None ....
- - -

West Newbury . . 1936 Haverhill water supply . Chlorination.

It will be noted that two of the ground water supplies
require treatment for the removal of iron. The surface
water supply of Lawrence is filtered for the removal of
bacteria and organic matter, and the supply of Newbury-
port is filtered for the removal of microscopical organisms
and other objectionable organic matter. The supplies
of Andover, North Andover, Haverhill, Dracut, Lowell,
Lawrence, Methuen, Groveland and West Newbury are
chlorinated.
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C. Consumption.

Water consumption in the valley increased at a fairly
rapid rate prior to the World War. During the period
immediately after the war consumption continued to
increase, but at a less rapid rate, with the exception of
Lowell, Lawrence, Haverhill and Newburyport, all of
which reached their peak consumption early in the
twenties and later experienced considerable losses. Table
2 shows the water consumption for the valley in 1935, and
Table 3 the trend on water consumption for the cities
of Lowell, Lawrence, Haverhill and Newburyport from
1920-1935, inclusive.

As shown in Table 2, the maximum water consumption
for these four cities was approximately 19,000,000 gallons
per day in 1920, when industrial activity in the valley

Table 2. Water Consumption and Popidation, 1931

Name of Municipality Mentioned | -p .
. r, Average Daily Water

IN Chapteb 60, Resolves or 1937. Population Census. f(?”f 1™p*”n^®3
)
R

Amesbury . . . . . . .1 10,514 640,000

Andover [ 10,542 1,021,000
Chelmsford 7,695 233,000

Dracut 6,500 202,000

Groveland 2,219 70,000

Haverhill 49,516 3,843,000

Lawrence 86,785 5,854,000
Lowell 100,114 5,521,000
Merrimac 2,209 190,000

Methuen 21,073 1,224,000
Newbury 1,576

Newburyport 14,815 1,310,000

North Andover 7,164 562,000

Salisbury 2,245 285,000

Tewksbury 6,563

Tyngsborough 1,331

West Newbury 1,475

Total j 332,236 20,955,000
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Table 3. Trend of Water Consumption of Lowell, Lawrence, Haver-
hill and Newburyport.

Average Daily Water Consumption in Gallons of
Year.

Lowell. Lawrence. Haverhill. Newburyport. j Total.

1920 .... 7,1M,000 4,624,000 6,031,000 1,339,000 19,138,000
1921 .... 6,537,000 4,203,000 5,717,000 1,320,000 17,777,000
1922 .... 6,328,000 4,574,000 5,554,000 1,348,000 17,804,000
1923 .... 6,756,000 4,780,000 5,676,000 1,426,000 18,638,000
1924 .... 6,542,000 4,623,000 5,530,000 1,365,000 18,060,000
1925 .... 6,185,000 4,725,000 4,616,000 1,426,000 16,952,000
1926 .... 5,785,000 4,947,000 4,486,000 1,379,000 16,597,000

1927 .... 5,671,000 5,090,000 4,421,000 1,377,000 16,559,000

1928 .... 5,394,000 4,563,000 4,298,000 1,332,000 15,387,000
1929 .... 5,669,000 4,383,000 4,350,000 1,398,000 15,800,000

1930 .... 5,779,000 4,379,000 4,102,000 1,304,000 15,564,000

1931 ....
5,594,000 4,234,000 3,794,000 1,271,000 14,893,000

1932 .... 5,519,000 4,346,000 3,643,000 1,318,000 14,826,000

1933 ....
5,706,000 4,557,000 3,608,000 1,220,000 15,091,000

1934 ....
5,752,000 5,442,000 4,011,000 1,379,000 16,584,000

1935 ....
5,521,000 5,854,000 3,843,000 1,310,000 16,528,000

1936 ....
5,849,000 5,151,000 3,867,000 1,376,000 16,243,000

was at its height. The minimum consumption since then
occurred in 1932, when industries were seriously affected
by the depression. There has been a slight increase in
the last three or four years, due to the improved indus-
trial activity, but the water consumption of 16E2 million
gallons per day in 1935 had not yet again reached the
1920 peak.

As previously stated, it has been estimated that the
population for the region in 1965 will approximate 380,000
people, an increase of approximately 48,000 over the
332,000 recorded in 1935. It is estimated that such
increase in population plus the resumption of industrial
activity would probably require a water supply of ap-
proximately 25,000,000 gallons per day in the valley in
1965.
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D. Future Local Supplies Easily Obtainable.
Most of the municipalities, except Lowell, Lawrence,

Methuen and Dracut, have adequate and satisfactory-
provisions for future supplies, or can easily extend their
present facilities to care for future demands. Supply for
the town of Tyngsborough can probably be obtained
within its corporate limits, and arrangements probably
may be made for Tewksbury to obtain a supply from the
Tewksbury Infirmary, the town of Wilmington, or supply
itself under provisions of chapter 311 of 1929. Chelms-
ford, which is now supplied by four water districts using
ground water, may ultimately desire to take over these
water districts.

The towns of Andover, North Andover, Amesbury and
Merrimac all have supplies capable of enlargement to
meet any reasonable additional requirements that may
be expected in these communities. It is probable that
additional water supply will be required by Salisbury in
view of the developments proposed for Salisbury Beach,
and it may be necessary for the town to purchase water
from Newburyport if permissible legislation is obtained
and satisfactory arrangements made. Likewise, New-
bury, now supplied in part by Newburyport, may rea-
sonably be expected to obtain additional supplies as
needed. It is estimated, however, that the works now
available to the city of Newburyport in connection with
the Artichoke River will be sufficient to meet the needs
of the city and the towns of Salisbury and Newbury for
some time in the future.

E. Critical Future Water Supplies.

The important problems of future additional water
supply involve the municipalities of Lowell, Dracut,
Lawrence, Haverhill and Methuen.
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1. Lowell.
Lowell takes its supply from two systems of tubular

wells; however, it has been necessary to install treat-
ment works for the removal of the large amount of iron
and manganese, and to treat certain portions of the supply
to reduce its corrosive quality, and to chlorinate the water
because of exposure to pollution in the aqueduct system.
It has also been necessary from time to time to remove
certain of the wells and to replace them with wells of a
different type in order to increase the supply. While the
amount of water available is sufficient for the present
needs, any considerable additional water consumption
may require new sources of supply from outside the limit
of the city.

2. Dracut.
Although Dracut has sufficient supply for her present

needs it might be desirable for her to co-operate with
Lowell in obtaining a joint supply, recognizing that it
would, in all probability, satisfy her needs for all time.

The city of Lawrence takes its water through sand
filters from the Merrimack River; however, the river
is so heavily polluted that as a source of public water
supply, even after filtration, it is most undesirable, and
the Department of Public Health has on more than one
occasion advised that a new source be obtained as soon
as possible. In connection with this a communication
from the Department of Public Health, dated April 15,
1922, stated that

3. Lawrence.

Speaking scientifically, the question as to whether the city of
Lawrence can continue to use the Merrimack River for drinking pur-
poses must be answered in the affirmative. The river can be purified
so that it will be safe for drinking so far as disease germs are con-
cerned, even after its pollution becomes far greater than it now is. But
even now the problem of filtering the waters of the Merrimack River
is that of purifying one of the most polluted, if not the most seriously
polluted, waters used by any city in the United States. It can be
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done, but sanitary science, prudence and economy agree that it ought
not to be done if another source of supply can possibly be obtained.
A water polluted by great quantities of sewage and by chemicals of
various kinds discharged from the foul drainage of factories and mills,
even though filtered and disinfected, cannot be regarded as a satis-
factory source of water supply.

Justice Bunn stated in the evidence taken during liti-
gation between Connecticut and Massachusetts, regard-
ing a new water supply for the Metropolitan District,
that

The people in Massachusetts are not accustomed to fitting by
modern treatment badly polluted waters. It is natural that such
people should have a peculiar hostility to polluted water. Our govern-
ments in the long run are controlled by public opinion; and while
an expert on water, acting in a strictly professional capacity, may
say that he will disregard public opinion, municipal and other govern-

4 take that stand

Recently, under date of July 20, 1936, the Department
of Public Health approved a general plan for the con-
struction of additional treatment works by the city of
Lawrence to be used in connection with the water supply
from the Merrimack River, with the understanding that
the works were for use until this city could obtain a new
source outside the Merrimack River. The Department
had previously recommended that a new source of supply
outside the river adequate for the needs of the city be
obtained as early as practicable. The city is now engaged
in the construction of a rapid sand filter to be used in
connection with the present slow sand filters for the
double filtration of the waters of the Merrimack River.
However, these rapid sand filters might well be used in
connection with the filtration of waters from other sources.

Haverhill has sufficient source of supply for its present
needs and for those of the towns of Groveland and West
Newbury. It is possible, however, that it will be neces-
sary in the future to establish filtration works for treat-

4. Haverhill.
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ment of these surface water supplies, and should the water
consumption in these communities materially increase,
it might be necessary to obtain additional sources of
supply. The increasing demands for boating and fishing
privileges, expensive treatment works and the cost of
any additional water supply might indicate to the city
of Haverhill and the municipalities supplied by it that
joint action with other municipalities in the valley in
obtaining an additional water supply might prove
advantageous.

5. Methuen.

The town of Methuen has temporized in the matter of
additional water supply by the construction of wells in
the valley of the Merrimack River and Harris Brook,
but the water has become undesirable because of its
corrosive qualities and the presence of large amounts of
manganese and iron. In the report of a consulting engi-
neer recently engaged to study the problem of new
supply, the development of a surface water supply at
Peters Pond in Dracut, to be used in conjunction with
the gravel-packed wr ells of Harris Brook, was recom-
mended. Under present conditions it probably would
not be attractive to the town to join with Lawrence except
in the case of a joint supply outside the Merrimack River.

These existing conditions of inadequate or unsatis-
factory supply, as outlined above, seem to indicate that
it would be advisable for several of the municipalities
to unite in seeking new sources of supply.

F. Possibilities for Joint Supply.

The possibilities for obtaining a joint water supply
for Lowell, Lawrence, Dracut and Methuen have been
the subject of several previous investigations. Two pro-
posals which appear to have merit are:

1. To obtain the water supply from the waters of Salmon Brook
by the construction of a dam in Dunstable, creating a reservoir into
which the waters of Mulpus Brook in Lunenburg and Shirley might
later be diverted, together with the waters of Unquitenassett Brook
in Groton and Dunstable if necessary.
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2. To obtain a water supply from the Metropolitan Water District,
by the construction of a pipe line or gravity conduit from the Wa-
chusett Reservoir.

Both of these projects were reviewed and summarized
in House Document No. 302 of 1928.

Estimated costs of such jointworks corrected to present-
day prices are $7,570,000 for the Salmon Brook supply,
and $10,027,000 for the Wachusett supply.

While the city of Haverhill and the towns of Groveland
and West Newbury supplied by it were not considered
as a part of the joint scheme, it may prove desirable that
these communities be included in any plans for a joint
water supply for the Merrimack Valley.

If Haverhill, Groveland and West Newbury are included
in the joint supply the estimated costs would be about
$11,000,000 for the Salmon Brook supply and $12,500,000
for the Wachusett supply.

Investigations by the Planning Board have shown
that nearly all of the large ponds within the valley between
Lowell and the sea have been appropriated for water
supply purposes, and future consideration of the recrea-
tional requirements of the inhabitants of this valley may
indicate the desirability of releasing these ponds for
recreational purposes, provided a suitable water supply,
adequate in quantity, may be obtained from some other
source at reasonable cost. Such a consideration might
also make it desirable to include several of the remaining
towns of the valley.

However, unless the present method of assessing mem-
bers upon admission to the Metropolitan Water District
is revised, it is doubtful if the proposal for a supply from
Wachusett Reservoir would be economically practicable.
It is possible that a more economical supply might be
obtained from sources in New Hampshire, provided
suitable compact agreements were made, or from Salmon
Brook as previously outlined.

If such a scheme involving a supply for the entire
valley should be considered either from Salmon Brook
or the Wachusett supply, it may be developed to deliver
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at least 25,000,000 gallons per day, which would ade-
quately serve the needs of the entire valley at least to
1965.

V. POLLUTION AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL

A. History of Previous Studies and Proposals

Because of the density of population and inadequate
sewage disposal facilities, gross pollution of the Merri-
mack River results between the New Hampshire boun-
dary and the sea. Consideration was given to the forma-
tion of a sewerage district in this part of the valley as
early as 1924, when the State Department of Public
Health reported to the Legislature, under the provisions
of chapter 49 of the Resolves of 1923, relative to the
matter. In 1927 a meeting was held at the Haverhill
Chamber of Commerce which was attended by various
mayors and selectmen of the valley. At a later meeting
an organization named the Merrimack Valley Sewerage
Committee was formed. On November 30, 1934, a
conference was held in Haverhill to discuss the matter
of constructing a trunk sewer in the Merrimack Valley.
At this conference a special committee made up of repre-
sentatives of the various municipalities in the valley
was formed, with the mayor of Haverhill as chairman.
The conference expressed the opinion that they were in
favor of the construction of a trunk sewer, but because of
financial conditions would be unable to contribute to the
cost. Accordingly, the chairman was authorized to
negotiate with the Federal government, with a view to
having a trunk sewer constructed as a project to be
financed 100 per cent by the Federal government.

Legislation establishing the Merrimack Valley Sewer-
age District was drafted and appears as chapter 446 of
the Acts of 1935. The act provided that it should cease
to be effective January 1, 1936, unless $10,000,000 had
been allocated by the Federal government. No funds
were made available, but in 1936, under the provisions of
chapter 420, a further act was passed establishing the
Merrimack Valley Sewerage District, which included the
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same municipalities studied under the present resolve.
This district was to be under the management and control
of an unpaid Board, to be known as the Merrimack
Valley Sewerage Board. The duties of the Board under
this act were very broad, and section 6 provides that

The board, acting for the district, shall construct, maintain and
operate, subject to the approval of the state department of public
health, such trunk sewers, pumping stations, intercepting sewers,
connections and other sewerage works as may be required for a system
for suitably treating, disposing of or diverting from the waters of the
Merrimack river sewage and other pollution originating in any of
said cities and towns.

However, the act under section 5 provided that

No financial obligation shall be incurred, no money shall be ex-
pended and no work shall be commenced under this act unless and
until ten million dollars, or such smaller sum as, in the opinion of the
proper federal authorities, is sufficient to cover the cost of the project
authorized by section six, shall have been allocated by the federal
government under authority of appropriate federal legislation for the
said project.

The act also provided under section 16 that

The provisions of this act, except the provisions of section fifteen
and the provisions of section two other than those which provide for
the management and control of the district by the board, shall cease
to be effective on January first, nineteen hundred and thirty-eight,
unless prior thereto ten million dollars, or such smaller sum as, in the
opinion of the proper federal authorities, is sufficient to cover the cost
of the project authorized by section six has been allocated by the
federal government under authority of appropriate federal legislation
for the said project.

During 1937 this Board investigated carefully the
possibility of obtaining Federal funds for the construc-
tion of a trunk sewer. However, as the necessary funds
were not made available the Board was unable to carry
out any construction under the act.
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B. Existing Conditions.
The Merrimack River in its course throughout the

State of New Hampshire is considerably polluted by
domestic sewage and industrial wastes, but analyses of
river samples collected over a number of years under the
direction of the Department of Public Health shows
that the river as it enters Massachusetts is not objection-
able for recreational uses, although it may at times con-
tain large numbers of bacteria which make it an unsafe
source from which to take drinking water, even after
treatment. Through its course in Massachusetts the
river receives extremely heavy pollution of domestic
sewage and industrial wastes.

C. State Department of Public Health Proposal
of 1924.

The State Department of Public Health, after an
extended investigation under the provisions of chapter
49 of the Resolves of 1923, having in mind possible rec-
reational uses of this stream, recommended the construc-
tion of a trunk sewer from Lowell to the sea serving the
following towns: Amesbury, Andover, Billerica, Chelms-
ford, Dracut, Groveland, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell,
Merrimac, Methuen, Newbury, North Andover, Salis-
bury and Tewksbury. The Department further recom-
mended that provisions be made for the admission of
Tyngsborough and West Newbury should sewerage
requirements at a future date make such entrance neces-
sary. In Senate Document No. 492 of 1924 all of the
cities and towns included under chapter 60 of the Re-
solves of 1937 were considered except the town of Newbury.
The town of Billerica which was considered in that
report is not, however, included among the municipalities
studied under the present resolve.

Assuming the recent estimates of the State Planning
Board and the Department of Public Health for popu-
lation in the Merrimack Valley in 1965, as shown in
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Table 3 of the introduction, to be correct, it would be
necessary that sewage disposal works for the municipal-
ities in question be designed to care for the sewage for a
population of about 380,000 people instead of 568,000,

the 1924 estimate for 1965, together with such in-
dustrial wastes as must also be intercepted.

In 1924 the Department of Public Health estimated
that 86,000,000 gallons per day of industrial waste was
discharged into the Merrimack River in its course from
New Hampshire to the sea, and of this, 31,000,000 gal-
lons should be diverted from the river with domestic
sewage. At that time it was also estimated that the
average dry weather flow of domestic sewage, plus manu-
facturing wastes to be disposed of, would be 41,000,000
gallons per day, and that the average maximum dis-
charge would be at the rate of 70,000,000 gallons per day.
It was further estimated that the average dry weather
flow of sewage and manufacturing waste in the lateral
sewers in 1965 would approximate 84,000,000 gallons per
day, and that the average maximum rate of flow would
be 157,000,000 gallons per day. In order to dispose of
these wastes the Department considered the construc-
tion of a trunk sewer from Lowell to the sea, varying in
size from about 6.5 feet in diameter at the upper end to
a sewer equivalent in cross section to a circular sewer
about 11 feet in diameter at the lower end. The capacity
at the lower end would be approximately 119,000,000
gallons per day. This sewer was designed to intercept
the dry weather flow of domestic sewage plus mingled
storm water equivalent to about 220 gallons per capita,
based upon the 1924 estimate of 568,000, plus the indus-
trial wastes which should be diverted to prevent ob-
jectionable conditions. Inasmuch as the 1924 estimated
capitalized costs of the operation and maintenance ex-
penses amounted to more for independent disposal than
for the trunk sewer, the Department of Public Health
recommended the construction of the trunk sewer.
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D. Revised Proposal.

Conditions in the valley have changed considerably
since 1924, due to reduction in the rate of population
growth, changes in industrial activity, and demands on
the part of residents to use the river more extensively
for recreational purposes. Recent conferences with both
the Forestry Division and the Division of Fisheries and
Game of the Department of Conservation indicate pos-
sibilities of the development of the Merrimack River
for recreation by providing park sites, bathing beaches,
picnic and camping grounds, and other recreational
facilities in the valley between Lowell and the sea, pro-
vided pollution of the stream is prevented. Description
of these proposals will be found in Section VI of this
report. The Fish and Game authorities state that there
is comparatively good fishing above Lowell at the present
time, but below Lowell no self-respecting fisherman
would attempt to take fish. They appear to be con-
vinced that if pollution could be removed this stream
could be reclaimed as a valuable fishing region. To
comply with the various recommendations of the recre-
ational and fishing interests for improvement of the river
local sewage and waste disposal by the separate munici-
palities would appear to be inadequate, and with the
extensive state development of Salisbury Beach now in
progress the direct discharge of raw sewage from the
Merrimack River into the sea off Plum Island would
seem inadvisable. Accordingly, it would appear that
the ultimate plan must be a trunk-line sewer with a
treatment plant somewhere in the vicinity of Newbury-
port if recreational uses of the river are to be considered.
If a reasonable outlet can be provided in the sea off Plum
Island, where the offshore currents are adequate to take
away the sewage and prevent its return to the shores,
only partial treatment of the sewage for the removal of
suspended solids by screening and sedimentation, and
the removal of grease and floating matters by skimming
devices and some means of sludge disposal, will be re-
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quired. In view of the extensive use of the existing bath-
ing beaches in the vicinity of the mouth of the Merrimack
River it may be necessary to treat the sewage in addition
with chlorine during the bathing season. No definite
point has been selected for the location of the sewage
treatment works, but an examination of the territory in
the vicinity of Newburyport indicates that a reasonably
isolated site could be selected on or near the marshes
southeast of Newburyport which would not greatly
damage the values of surrounding property.

Taking into consideration the difficulty of estimating
future population in the valley it seems likely that the
capacity of the trunk line sewer design recommended in
1924 would not be excessive if greater proportions of
mingled storm water and sewage are to be removed.
Based on new estimates of future population and indus-
trial activity, such a sewer would have a capacity for
diverting foul industrial wastes, mingled storm water and
domestic sewage at the rate of 340 gallons per capita
per day instead of the 220 gallons considered in the 1924
design. Such an allowance does not appear to be excessive
if the stream below the municipalities is to be used for
bathing. As shown by the accompanying estimate the
establishment of separate sewage works, if objectionable
conditions from odor and appearance were the only factors
to be considered, would be slightly more economical.

Estimated Cost of Sewage Disposal in the Merrimack Valley
(Chapter 60, Resolves of 1937).

Trunk-Line Sewer.
Cost of construction:

Trunk-line sewer and local connections $24,000,000
Sewage treatment works , .

. 3,050,000
527,050,000

Maintenance and operation:
Estimated annual cost (average for first forty years)
of $298,500 capitalized at 3 per cent interest . . 9,950,000

Total capitalized cost $37,000 000
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Local Disposal.

Cost of construction $20,088,000
Maintenance and operation

Estimated annual cost (average for first forty years)
of $470,000 capitalized at 3 per cent interest 15,667,000

Total capitalized cost $35,755,000

Development of the river for recreation as contem-
plated by the Department of Conservation, however,
would make further consideration of the separate treat-
ment works undesirable, since it would be necessary to
discharge the effluent from such treatment works above
areas where the water would be used for bathing, and
even after the effluent from such treatment works were
chlorinated it is doubtful if the sesthetic tastes of those
residing in the valley would incline them to bathe in
filtered sewage, even though it might not contain excessive
numbers of harmful bacteria.

In the summer months, especially during periods of
low river flow, there would be times in the vicinity of
Newburyport when nearly 8 to 10 per cent of the flow of
the river at the mouth would consist of treated sewage
if separate treatment works were used. Such a large
percentage of treated sewage would make the use of the
stream for bathing purposes undesirable.

A further consideration is the effect on the shellfish
industry. Early in 1934 the Department of Public
Health was requested to make a study of pollution of the
Merrimack River in relation to the shellfish growing
areas of Newburyport and Salisbury. It was determined
that sewage from the municipalities of Newburyport,
Salisbury and Haverhill was the principal cause of con-
tamination, but that all the municipalities of the valley
having sewerage works contributed pollution to a certain
extent. The construction of a trunk line sewer, whereby
such sewage would be diverted to the sea outside the area
from which shellfish are taken, would undoubtedly im-
prove the quality, but whether such diversion would
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result in a substantial reduction of the cost of plant treat-
ment for the shellfish, or permit their being taken without
treatment, can be fully demonstrated only after the con-
struction of a trunk-line sewer.

The provision of recreational facilities in the valley is
complicated by its intensive industrial development.
As mentioned in the general introduction, the intensive
use of land has already made the acquisition of suitable
sites difficult. In the course of the development of the
valley nearly all the desirable large lakes and ponds were
reserved for water supply, restricting not only the use
of the water but also much of the adjacent land. Further,
the river was used as the most convenient method for the
disposal of domestic and industrial wastes, and has now
reached such a stage of pollution that it is almost useless
as a recreational facility.

Due to the rapid growth in population most of the
desirable minor sites in the valley are now privately
owned. This combination of intense industrial develop-
ment accompanied by heavy population growth, neces-
sitating the use of nearly all the desirable water areas in
the valley for either public or private use, has seriously
jeopardized the development of many forms of water
recreation. Coupled with these difficult situations is
the increasingly difficult economic problem of providing
facilities for population, much of which falls in the low-
wage industrial group. This makes it necessary that
recreational facilities be easily accessible to large numbers
of people most of whom can little afford transportation
expenses. Therefore small local recreational facilities
easily accessible to large population centers are extremely
important.

As a general statement it might be said that the de-
velopment of recreational facilities, involving boating,
bathing and fishing, and other water sports, in this valley

A. Introduction.

VI. RECREATION.
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has been more or less an afterthought. The fundamental
solution for these types of recreation would naturally
be the releasing of as many of the larger ponds as prac-
ticable now used for water supply; or removal of pollu-
tion from the river itself by construction of a trunk-line
sewer. However, thus far economic considerations of
cost and the demands of population and industrial de-
velopment have made this impossible, and recourse has
been made to palliative or makeshift measures based
upon the development of minor and secondary recrea-
tional areas.

The recreational facilities may be considered in five
general groups; (1) beaches; (2) highway, picnic grounds;
(3) auto camps and trailer grounds; (4) fishing; and
(5) local and municipal recreational facilities.

The first four would naturally fall under either dis-
trict or state jurisdiction in that they are primarily of
regional importance. In considering the local recrea-
tional problems, certain of the larger proposals might
well be developed by the State where they serve wide-
spread communities, while certain others should be under
district control, and the strictly minor proposals serving
only local municipalities should naturally fall under local
control.

B. Beaches.

With the exception of Salisbury Beach, which is al-
ready being developed by the State, there are no salt
water beaches in the Merrimack Valley that are suited
for extensive development for large crowds. Plum
Island has the serious drawback of being narrow and
steep, and any beach sites on the Merrimack River itself,
even though at tidewater, lack the appeal of the open
ocean. It is also questionable if the tide and currents
at the mouth of the Merrimack would keep the front-
age of any extensive beach in satisfactory condition.
It should be mentioned, however, that there are excellent
ocean beaches with extensive possibilities below Plum
Island within easy reach of the Merrimack Valley com-
munities, but outside the scope of this study.
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C. Highway Picnic Grounds.
Although a preliminary study has been made of several

possible sites for the location of highway picnic grounds,
it has been impossible to make a comprehensive study.
Those discussed in this report are merely illustrations of
the kind of developments that it is thought would be
desirable. It is felt that the Department of Public Works
is the logical authority to undertake the development of
this work, and these suggestions are proposed with the
idea that proper legislation might well be enacted to
make possible this accomplishment.

In general, such sites need not be located at any
definite intervals but should be situated where there
exists some outstanding natural feature adjacent to the
highway, such as a grove of trees, or a small pond or
brook. Sufficient space should be available to accom-
modate cars, with safe and easy access to and from the
highway. If possible, these picnic areas should be lo-
cated on the principal tourist routes and their general
patter designed as an integral part of the highway system.

Following is a brief discussion of two sample sites,
together with a list of several others considered as likely
possibilities for development:

1. Tyngshorough. —On the east side of the Merrimack
River approximately one and one half miles north of
the Tyngsborough bridge, is a small tract of land of
about 25 acres. While not located on a numbered high-
way it is on a main through traffic route to New Hamp-
shire. It is open pasture for the most part, rising at
both ends rather abruptly to the present road level,
with fine pine groves. The lower level could be developed
for a tent or trailer camp ground, while the upper level
groves could be used for picnicking and any necessary
shelter structures. The development of this site will
depend largely on accessibility provided by future high-
way construction.

2. Chelmsford. On Route 4, about one and one half
miles from North Chelmsford, on the west side of the
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road, is located a small pine grove of approximately one
acre which would be suitable for a roadside picnic area.
Although not in private ownership, at the present time
it is, nevertheless, already used extensively for picnicking.
On the east side, slightly to the north, is a similar site.
The expense involved except for acquisition would be
small, since only a small amount of construction of
tables and fireplaces is necessary.

Other sites for the development of picnic grounds
which have been studied and might also be considered
are:

3. Dracut. —On Route 110, about one and three
quarters miles east of the Dracut line, an area of about
one half an acre.

4. Junction of Routes 110 and 113 in Methuen. An
other area of about one half an acre.

5. Merrimack Hat Company Pond in Amesbury.
About one mile west of the Powow River.

D. Camp and Trailer Grounds.
Three possible sites for trailer camps have been studied

and are presented here as examples of a desirable type for
development:

1. Eastern Massachusetts Electric Railway Park in
Groveland Route 125. —On the south shore of the
Merrimack River is an old pine grove of about 30 acres,
which would be suitable for tourists and development
as an auto trailer camp, although no facilities for swim-
ming and bathing would be possible.

2 and 3. Salisbury Shore, Newburyport Harbor. Two
auto trailer camps in connection with the proposed scenic
highway are possible on the north shore of the Merri-
mack River. The sites lie about one mile east and one
mile west of present Route 1. The site east of the high-
way is a single knoll at the end of a town road and now
occupied by three farms. The site west of the highway
is a group of several knolls more wooded than the first;
however, its development would depend upon access
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from the new proposed scenic highway. Present opinion
is that these larger areas should be operated by the
Department of Conservation.

E. Regional and Local Recreational Areas for
Intensive Use.

In providing a regional pattern of intensive recreational
areas the question of jurisdiction arises. In the following
discussion proposals have been divided into two main
classes: primary areas and secondary areas. The pri-
mary areas, consisting of the larger sites having the possi-
bility of development for multiple uses and for both
summer and winter sports, and having regional appeal
in that they might serve several towns, would probably
be developed and operated under state jurisdiction.
Secondary and local areas designed, for the most part, to
serve the needs of only one municipality, and either
supplementary to or alternative for the larger primary
areas, would be better developed the local cities and
towns.

In most instances the development of local facilities is
more or less a matter of providing adequate swimming
facilities, together with some provision for winter sports.
In any event, individual analysis of the needs of each
town would be the only possible way of arriving at a
realistic solution. The secondary or local proposals
considered here are illustrated merely as possible develop-
ments and should not be interpreted either as exact or
ideal.

In designing the basic regional recreation pattern it is
convenient to consider the valley as consisting of three
main population areas: first, the Lowell area, including
Dracut, Tyngsborough, Chelmsford and Tewksbury;
second, the Lawrence-Haverhill area, including Methuen,
Andover, North Andover, Groveland and Merrimac; and
third, the Newburyport area, including Amesbury, Salis-
bury, Newbury and West Newbury.
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At present there are no adequate facilities for either
summer or winter sports, either in Lowell or its adjacent
towns. Swimming facilities are provided by Lowell at a
municipal beach on the river at the mouth of Clay Pit
Brook, above the location of all sewer outlets. Occasional
swimming takes place throughout the area at more or less
haphazardly developed local sites, none of which are
large enough to adequately serve the needs of the popula-
tion.

(a) Primary Development Whortleberry Hill and
Tyngs Pond. An area at Whortleberry Hill adjacent to
the Lowell-Dracut State Forest, and bordering the north
side of Tyngs Pond in Tyngsborough offers an excellent
opportunity for the development of both summer and
winter sport facilities. Tyngs Pond contains 209 acres,
189 in Tyngsborough and 20 in Dracut. The area rec-
ommended for a state park is on the Dracut portion south
of the present Lakeview Park, a rather decadent amuse-
ment park left over from the days of the interurban
electric car. The lake is rather extensive and the water
good for bathing. It is largely built up with cottages;
however, it seems to offer the best opportunity for the
development of an extensive state park of various uses
on fresh water in this end of the Merrimack Valley.

Whortleberry Hill, elevation 400 feet, is the highest
point in this portion of the valley. The State already
owns most of the hill and land down to the road by the
lake immediately back of the proposed beach develop-
ment, so that only a comparatively small tract of land
along the water need be acquired in addition to the
present forest holdings. Although at present there exists
two or three cottages, a bath house and a couple of small
commercial buildings, the cost of acquisition would
probably not be excessive. It might be desirable to
extend the park area northward around the point on to
more open beach. This site appears to be ideal, offering
opportunity for summer sports of bathing, swimming,

1. Lowell Area.
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boating, hiking and camping; and winter sports of skiing,
tobogganing and snowshoeing. As a possible alternate,
although much less desirable, is the development of
Locust Pond and Fox Ledge in Tyngsborough.

(6) Secondary Development. In addition to the main
state development at Tyngs Pond there is the possibility
of several minor local sites, such as Newfield Pond in
Chelmsford; Long Pond in Dracut, which would probably
be unnecessary if Tyngs Pond were developed; Peters
Pond in the northeast portion of Dracut if this pond is
not developed as water supply for Methuen as proposed;
and Long Pond in Tewksbury. No detailed study has
been made of these areas, and they are mentioned merely
as possibilities for the individual towns to consider as
supplementary to the Tyngs Pond development.

As in the case of the Lowell area, facilities for both
summer and winter sports are considerably restricted in
the Lawrence-Haverhill area. At present swimming
facilities consist of several municipal swimming pools in
Lawrence, but the extensive use of most of the large lakes
and ponds for water supply has thus far handicapped
the development of adequate or desirable summer sports
facilities. Likewise, there are no well developed facilities
for winter sports.

(a) Primary Development Ward Hill. ■— If the river
is cleared of pollution there exists the possibility of an
excellent development at Ward Hill for both summer
and winter sports. An extensive sandy flat for beach is
possible along the shore for about 2,000 feet, with sufficient
area in the back for sun bathing. Scattered trees and
patches of woods offer ample shade. At the western side
of the point grass and meadows offer good recreation
possibilities, and another swimming area might also be
developed just below Kimball Island. Higher wooded
ground with medium-sized pitch pine and hardwoods
rise in the center of the point, and from this Ward Hill
gradually rises to an elevation of about 250 feet, approxi-

2. Lawrence-Hdverln.Ul Area.
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mately a mile back from the point. The slope is well
covered with hardwoods except for some small sections
cut over a few years ago. Some or all of the slope if
added to the flat land would give an excellent all-around
park development. Acquisition is limited by farm and
residential land to the east, south and west. Two town
roads and a railroad overpass connect the area with Route
110, making it easily accessible.

Although the area offers excellent opportunity for the
development of camping facilities and picnic grounds,
together with winter sports, such as tobogganing, skiing
and snowshoeing, bathing facilities depend entirely upon
cleaning up the river and the construction of a dam
essential to preserve the depth of water during periods
of low river flow. For this reason bathing facilities
might not be possible.

(5) Secondary Development. Several smaller local
possibilities exist in the area, namely, Mystic and Bear
Meadow Brook ponds in Methuen, for the development
of swimming facilities; Kimball Pond in Merrimac.

In addition to these local possibilities for intensive
recreation there exists a good opportunity on the south
side of the river along the Tewksbury-Andover shore
for the development of a scenic river park. From Trull
Brook an area extends downstream for about 2 miles.
The bank varies in height from the river plain, 10 feet
above present water level, to 60-foot ledges covered on
the upper slope with mature, soft and hard woods. The
present river road is located about one quarter to one
half mile back from the river, with the exception of one
intervening stretch of farm land and houses giving ample
opportunity for adequate development.

The Newburyport area is well served for summer
sports facilities, with excellent swimming and boating
at Salisbury Beach and Newburyport Harbor. How-
ever, there are no well developed winter sports facilities
in the area.

(a) Primary Development Powow Hill and Gardner

3. Newhuryport Area.
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Lake. A splendid opportunity for the development
of both summer and winter sports facilities exists at
Powow Hill on Gardner Lake. The hill offers the most
extensive varied and interesting view in the entire val-
ley. Merrimack and Powow rivers, Amesbury; New-
buryport, Newburyport Harbor; Plum Island; Salis-
bury Beach; Hampden Beach; Isle of Shoals; and even
parts of Maine and the mountains of New Hampshire
are all visible from the hill. The slope, with a drop of
200 feet, offers excellent opportunity for skiing and tobog-
ganing. Picnic groves can be developed in the pines and
hardwoods on the lower slopes, and a beach 300 feet
long could be developed at the foot of the hill on Lake
Gardner. The town owns a small park at the top of the
hill, and several parcels of water supply land on the
southern slope.

While the lake is controlled by the Amesbury Electric
Plant, which uses the water for power development,
since the water is fed from regulated storage above, it
would appear that a reasonable amount could be kept
in the lake at all seasons available for recreation. Through
co-operation with the company definite water levels could
be agreed upon. This site would be excellent for a state
or county development, embracing as it would both
winter and summer sports areas, and, in addition, per-
haps, the finest scenic overlook in the valley. Develop-
ment of the site, of course would be dependent upon
arrangements made for the use of the water rights on
the lake.

F. Fishing.

The fresh water in the Merrimack Valley available
for recreational fishing is limited in proportion to the
land area, and is totally inadequate to serve the needs
of the population. Much of the water that exists in the
rivers is unfit for such uses, and most of the large ponds
and lakes are not available for recreational use. Nearly
all the desirable lakes and ponds are, by act of Legislature,
used as public water supplies, and the river is in such a
polluted condition that not only is it repugnant to anglers,
but in many instances detrimental to fish life.
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(a) Streams. Some streams of the valley are favor-
able for trout fishing and could be improved by public
stocking, but as they are almost wholly on private land,
fishing can take place only on sufferance of the landowner,
thus limiting the public use. It is possible to make such
streams more habitable for trout by reconstruction of
the channel and other improvements, but the right of
access and the improvements themselves are often costly.
Few, if any, streams in the valley justify heavy expend-
itures, since improvements would serve but a slight
fraction of the population.

( b ) Lakes. The total water area of great ponds in
the valley which are available for public fishing is only
a little over 1,000 acres, which is inadequate for the
demands. Table 1 lists the various ponds in the valley
open to public fishing.

Table 1.

Extreme Average
Depth DepthDepthArea (Acres)Town.Name.
(Feet). (Feet).

14360 (WW) 30Attitash Amesbury

11-1486.83 21Baptist . Chelmsford
22 (Babson)

77 (WW)
Crane .... Groveland
Crystal . . . Chelmsford

1540 (Larkin) 30Forest (South) . Methuen
12-1568 (WW) 26Long .... Dracut

564 (WW)Long .... Tewksbury
10(WW) 15Peters 1 ... Dracut

242738.4Saltonstall (Plug) 2 Haverhill
Tyngsborough 15-2024209

1,042.23

Tyngs

Total

1 Under consideration as a water supply for Methuen,
2 Abandoned public water supply.

In addition to these ponds certain private ponds and
reservoirs are stocked and arrangements made for public
fishing. However, these arrangements, being on a tern-

1. Existing Conditions.
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porary basis, are not altogether satisfactory. The primary
purposes of many of these reservoirs is for water power
and often conflicts with recreational uses.

Table 2 presents private ponds and reservoirs in the
valley used for fishing;

Table 2.

Extreme Average
Name. Town. Area (Acres). Depth Depth

(Feet). (Feet).

Gardner . . Amesbury ... 55 (MM) 19 10

Foster’s Andover ... 80 (MM) 10 10
Spickett Methuen ... 30 (WW)

Mystic .... Methuen ... 29 (SBH) 7 5

Round . . . Tewksbury 15 (Crosby)

Total 209

Many of the great ponds that are larger and have
greater recreational potentialities have already been
reserved for public water supply. These restrictions
prohibit not only the use of the water but often the use
of bordering land.

Following is Table 3, which indicates the large lakes
and ponds in the valley where fishing is not desirable
because of their use as direct sources of public water
supply. It will be noted that among these are some of the
largest and most desirable in the entire area:

Table 3.

Extreme Average
Name. i Town. I Area (Acres). Depth Depth

Feet). (Feet).

Chadwick . Haverhill . 145 (MM) 12 8.35
Crystal . Haverhill ... 147.2 40 12.5
Haggett’s . . Andover ... 198.4 40 17
Cochichewick(Cochick- North Andover . 592.6 44 32

ewick).
Johnson’s . Haverhill ... 224 30 20
Kenoza , . Haverhill ... 224 55 45
Round . . Haverhill ... 15 8-10

Total 1,546.2
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(c) Merrimack River. The river, of approximately
5,600 acres, is the largest fresh water area in the valley.
It has attractive possibilities for many forms of recreation,
including fishing, but in its present state of heavy pollu-
tion possesses little attraction for the angler, except above
Lowell, where conditions are reasonably favorable for
improvement by stocking. Below Lowell the river,
although still able to support fish life, particularly of
coarse and non-game varieties, will probably not tempt
the angler even with stocking. The association of sewage
with fish is repugnant to most anglers, and there is no
reason to believe that any improvement in fishing would
be found by greater use of the river in its present state.

2. Possible Means of Improving Fishing in the Valley.
Various possibilities exist for improving the oppor-

tunities for game fishing in the valley: (a) the develop-
ment of recreation and range-cultural ponds for propagat-
ing fish to be used in streams or rivers; (b) the elimination
of pollution from the Merrimack River, providing fish-
ways, and encouraging migratory fish.

(a) Recreation and Range-Cultural Ponds. A recrea-
tion pond indicates a small controlled pond built primarily
for fishing and recreation which, because of artificial
control, can be of greater value than a natural pond.
Such ponds when completely controlled and managed
can combine several recreational activities without con-

flict. These ponds, as developed in the state forests by
Civilian Conservation Corps work, present possibilities
for public recreation that are of great value in areas where
there is a lack of natural facilities. Unfortunately not
many sites can be found adjacent to the river where they
would have greatest value, especially for propagation;
but in the natural areas suitable for forest or wild land
park development, characteristic of the divide between
the Merrimack-Parker Mill and Ipswich rivers, there are
many opportunities for their construction in the aban-
doned meadows and irregular deposits of glacial drift.

A range-cultural pond is of the same order as the rec-
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reation pond but developed primarily for the special use
of propagating fish, with other forms of recreation being
incidental. In the Harold Parker State Forest nine ponds
having a total of 193 acres are completed or in the process
of completion, and while intended for many purposes are
outstanding in their use for propagating fish. Through
the use of these cultural ponds the production of fish
would be guided to bring about, by stocking, a general
improvement throughout the valley and river, except for
trout and salmon which must be propagated elsewhere.
Since the most common complaint in the valley is the
scarcity of game fish, these cultural ponds would neces-
sarily be used for their propagation which, after having
reached sufficient size, might then be released into the
other waters, getting their further growth by feeding on
the panfish.

In studying possible sites for creating such ponds that
meet necessary conditions of flow, supply and drainage
for the propagation of fish, with attractive shores and
environment for recreation, wild or semi-wild areas are
considered mainly to avoid disturbance to established
conditions of life and work. The sites suggested are not
wholly within the prescribed limits of the survey, but
where outside, have the merit of being superior in size
and accessibility and natural outlets for valley interest.

The following sites have been considered; Mill Brook
and Boston Brook in North Andover; Long Swamp in
Middleton; Attitash and Nichol brooks in Amesbury;
Locust and Howard brooks in Tyngsborough; five sites
on the Skug River and one on Wild Brook, all in Andover;
and Trull Brook, Tewksbury. The development of these
sites, however, should be undertaken only after more
detailed study of each location.

( b ) Development of the River for Fishing. The most
important single improvement in the interests of fishing
for the valley would be the elimination of pollution from
the Merrimack River, making it again suitable for recrea-
tional as well as commercial fishing. From the New
Hampshire line to Lowell the Merrimack contains a
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number of fish nearly normal to a river of this type, with
the exception that there is an excessive number of carp
which have the effect of displacing native fish. Fishing
is not carried on to a normal extent because of the many
who entertain a prejudice against fishing in water they
consider to be polluted, though this section of the river
cannot be regarded as inimicable to fish life.

From Lowell to Lawrence and from Lawrence to
brackish water there is a progressive decrease of anglers’
fish and a progressive increase in the proportion of carp.
These sections of the river are polluted to varying degrees,
depending upon flow, the pollution being most offensive
in periods of low water, which unfortunately coincides
with the normal fishing season for most species of fish
life in the river. At this time the dyes that are dis-
charged into the river have the greatest effect in coloring
the water. Even though many are harmless to the fish,
they are commonly regarded as visible evidences of pollu-
tion, and in this way greatly discourage the use of the
river for recreational fishing.

Fish live in the river as though the different sections
separated by dams and rapids were ponds, but the fish
are subject to varying conditions in these areas from
time to time. Some that are reasonably clean in a long
period of high water are badly polluted by the concen-
tration of sewage when the water is low. Where such
unstable conditions exist little that is permanent can be
done for fish life.

(c) Migratory Fish. The full value of the Merri-
mack for fishing can be realized only when elimination
of pollution has been accomplished and a complete
change in the character of the water brought about.
However, partial value can be realized at present with
improvements that are not too expensive, mainly in en-
couraging the passage of migratory fish. This should be
the present objective in work with fish on the lower
Merrimack. There is no prejudice against fishing for
migratory fish because they propagate in the ocean and
are then taken in their passage up the river, principally
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in the lower reaches. Therefore they are of prime impor-
tance in restoration work.

Restoration and passage of fish will be possible only by
opening the Lawrence Eishway which is now completely
out of use. This should be an emergency project and not
wait as a part of a general plan. The Lowell Fishway is
in good order and available for immediate use. It has an
excellent approach from the channel below, which, how-
ever, might be seriously injured if the contours of the
ledge near the fishway are changed by United States
Army Engineers’ dredging.

One of the most important forms of migratory fish
which it would be desirable to encourage is salmon,
which disappeared from the river when the Merrimack
species became extinct, having been barred from breed-
ing and nursery areas. Salmon still approach the coast
but do not attempt to ascend the rivers. Restoration
and maintenance of salmon is a problem of fish cultural
work, preliminary details of which are already an active
part of a special project. The test will be the extent
that a new stock planted in the Merrimack will develop
a home instinct and return to the rivers in which they
were planted. The present condition of the Merrimack
does not bar a start in this work. Migration up the river
is induced by high water during the periods of spring
run-off. If it comes at a time when sewage is well diluted
it is doubtful if salmon will find conditions objectionable
for entering or passing up the river, or if anglers will
object to fishing for them, especially when the river is
high and the fish are fresh run from the sea.

Among the species of fish that live or could be intro-
duced into the Merrimack, in connection with the gen-
eral improvement of the river, the following are suitable:
alewife, shad, game fish of various varieties, including
bass and pickerel; panfish, including perch, sunfish, dace;
rock bass, crappie and calico bass; and catfish.

Many of these fish already exist in the river at present
but in limited numbers, due either to difficult conditions
for reproduction, or because of the presence of superior
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numbers of other fish. In connection with the develop-
ment of the river some plan for the reduction in the num-
ber of carp by commercial netting might well be adopted.

Highway transportation problems in the Merrimack
Valley divide themselves into two principal groups;
A, those involving the connection of the region with the
surrounding Metropolitan and industrial areas; and B,
local traffic conditions within the valley itself.

A. Connection with Other Regions.

Interregional connections are problems that must be
considered in any long-term plan, although they are not
in every case of great immediate importance. The most
important interregional proposals, as indicated on the
Massachusetts State Planning Board’s tentative plan for
a major highway system, are as follows:

1. The Atlantic Coastal Freeway a main interregional route from
Washington to Maine, of which the Massachusetts link will
serve as a connection between the Merrimack Valley, Worcester
and points south; likewise connecting the Merrimack Valley
with Maine and points north.

2. The construction and improvement of the so-called Middlesex
Turnpike, furnishing a new route between U. S. 3 in New Hamp-
shire and Boston; serving likewise as an important local route
between Lowell and Boston.

3. The improvement of Route 28 to New Hampshire, by the con-
struction of a by-pass and bridge to the east of Lawrence.

4. The improvement of Route 1 to New Hampshire, including the
new bridge.

B. Local Traffic Conditions within the Valley.

Traffic conditions in the Merrimack Valley are reason-
ably satisfactory, with the exception of congestion in
the cities of Lowell, Lawrence and Haverhill; temporary
congestion in Lawrence and Methuen when the Rocking-
ham race track is in operation; the inadequate road

VII. HIGHWAYS.
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between Lawrence and Haverhill; and seasonal con-
gestion at the Newburyport-Salisbury bridge.

In addition to the various improvements in the solution
of the above unsatisfactory traffic conditions, there is
proposed a new Merrimack Scenic Parkway which pres-
ent plans locate on the north side of the river running
from the New Hampshire State line through Lowell,
Lawrence and Haverhill and continuing along the river
front to Salisbury Beach. This route, in addition to
functioning as a scenic parkway, would supplement the
now inadequate Route 110. If this scenic route is to be
thought of purely as a parkway, many parts of existing
highways might be used and found quite satisfactory to
serve the traffic needs. Considerable land might have
to be bought along the borders and preserved as park
land in order to create a permanently beautiful parkway.
However, if the route is considered in terms of a solution
to traffic problems, as well as a parkway, a great deal of
further road construction would have to be done.

The construction of this route as a scenic highway has
been contemplated for several years, but at present other
proposals are being considered which might have influence
on its construction. At the present moment discussions
are being carried on between Massachusetts and New
Hampshire Planning Boards with regard to the location
of the new Atlantic Coastal Freeway, which as proposed
at present would lead from the Tyngsborough bridge
northeasterly through New Hampshire, entering Maine
at Berwick. A supplementary proposal is to carry a
route from Tyngsborough eastward across the northern
corner of Massachusetts, by-passing Dracut, Methuen
and Haverhill and connecting with U. S. 1 as it crosses
the Massachusetts-New Hampshire line. If the latter
of these two proposals is adopted it would appear that the
Merrimack Valley scenic route was unnecessary except
designed as a parkway for local recreational value.

After careful consideration of the various needs of the
valley the following improvements as shown on the high-
way and recreation maps have been considered:
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C. Major Highway Improvements.

By-pass north of Lowell, Lawrence and Haverhill, consisting of a
section of the proposed Atlantic Coastal Freeway which is
planned to run from Route 20 in Northborough to the New
Hampshire line north of Haverhill, and with a branch to con-
nect with Route 110 east of Haverhill. From Groton Road,
Westford, to the New Hampshire line and to Route 110;

l

Length, 23.8 miles
Estimated construction cost . . 112,050,000
Estimated property damage . . 450,000

Total 112,500,000

Extension of proposed Middlesex Turnpike project to New
Hampshire line, by-passing Lowell, North Chelmsford and
Tyngsborough, for Boston to New Hampshire traffic. From
Route 4, Chelmsford to New Hampshire line:

<1

Length, 8.5 miles.
Estimated construction cost . . $2,850,000
Estimated property damage . . 150,000

Total $3,000,000

Route 1 from southerly end of Newburyport-Salisbury bridge
to the New Hampshire line in Salisbury, including a new
bridge over Merrimack River:

3

Length, 4.3 miles.
Estimated construction cost . . $3,000,000
Estimated property damage . . 100,000

Total $3,100,000

Merrimack Valley Scenic Highway from easterly end of Tyngs-
borough bridge to Black Rocks in Salisbury, omitting sectior
through thickly settled part of Haverhill:

4,

Length, 44.9 miles.
Estimated construction cost . . $12,125,000
Estimated property damage . . 5,000,000

$17,125,000Total
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D. Minor Improvements.

5. Reconstruction and widening of Route 110 between Lawrence
and Haverhill;

Length, 6 miles.
Estimated construction cost
Estimated property damage

5900,000
70,000

Total $970,000

6. Improvement of road from southerly end of Groveland bridge in
Groveland to the Bradford section of Haverhill to allow Route
125 to keep entirely on the southerly side of the river:

Length, 2 miles.
Estimated construction cost , . $190,000
Estimated property damage . . 50,000

Total $240,000

Improvement of Route 28 from Methuen Square to New Hamp-
shire line:

Length, .9 mile.
Estimated construction cost
Estimated property damage

$95,000
10,000

Total $105,000

8. Completion of Tewksbury section of River Road between Law-
rence and Lowell to provide a continuous route from South
Lawrence to Lowell:

Length, 1.4 mile
Estimated construction cost
Estimated property damage

$llO,OOO
8,000

Total $llB,OOO

9. Improvement of road from easterly end of Tyngsborough bridge
to New Hampshire line to meet New Hampshire work:

Length, 2 miles.
Estimated construction cost . . $157,000
Estimated property damage . . 10,000

Total $107,000
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10. Reconstruction of Groveland bridge:
Estimated cost $700,000

11. The matter of blocking the main through routes by flood waters
such as the flood of 1936, and the providing of detour routes to
accommodate travel during the comparatively short period of
such floods, has been given thorough consideration, but is not
being included in this report at this time because of lack of
present knowledge as to future flood prevention works and other
treatment of the river itself. However, the raising of the state
highway on Route 125 at the Newburyport-West Newbury
town line should be considered, as this is blocked at time of
floods less than the flood of 1936.

Length, .3 mile.
Estimated construction cost
Estimated property damage

$28,000
2,000

Total $30,000

Various improvements consisting of minor resurfacing
and widening or the improvement of secondary roads have
not been outlined in detail.

No new legislation is necessary for any of the work out-
lined above other than adequate annual appropriations
for highway work, except for the following projects: (4)
the Merrimack Valley Scenic Highway; (10) the Grove-
land bridge; (1) the Atlantic Coastal Freeway; and (2)
the Middlesex Turnpike.

In the case of the Merrimack Valley Scenic Highway,
if recommended, its construction should cover features
such as land taking and development for other than
strictly highway purposes. In the case of the Groveland
bridge, since it is now under the control of the county,
special legislation may be necessary to provide for the
division of cost. In the case of the Atlantic Coastal
Freeway and the Middlesex Turnpike new legislation
would be necessary if any of the sections are to be con-
structed as freeways.

All the estimates given above include an allowance for
the improvement and beautification of the roadsides to
the extent of flattening, grading and grassing all slopes
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and a limited amount of planting, except that the Merri-
mack Valley Scenic Highway estimate includes parkway
treatment for the entire length outside of the thickly
settled city sections. In selecting the location for any
of the highway improvements mentioned above, careful
consideration should be given to the possible location of
future sewage treatment plants, collection works and
trunk-line sewers.

For over a century local interests have advocated in
varying degree navigation improvements on the Merri-
mack River. Local interests are now seeking the develop-
ment of Newburyport Harbor, together with a turning
basin and an 18-foot channel of adequate width to enable
the entry of the larger type barges direct from the mouth
of the river to Haverhill.

The improvement of the Merrimack River in various
sections from the mouth to Manchester, N. H., and at
depth varying from 7 to 25 feet at mean low water, has
been the subject of about twenty-five Federal reports 1

dating from 1828 to the present time. Eleven of these
reports covered navigation on reaches between Haverhill
and Manchester, and date from 1872 to the present time.
The Merrimack Valley portion of the river is one of the
most highly developed industrial sections in the United
States, and if channel conditions had originally been
more favorable, undoubtedly much water-borne com-
merce would have developed. At the present time
a channel adequate for the commercial needs of the
region would have to be at least 18 feet in depth. Its
construction would be difficult and costly, requiring a
large amount of lock and dam construction, interfering
seriously with the existing power dams. Furthermore,
its full use would also be seriously hampered by the large
number of bridges, the lack of terminal facilities, and,
during winter, by ice conditions. Objections could also

Introduction.

VIII. NAVIGATION

See page 76 for list of report.
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be raised in the light of present flood control plans;
many of the flood control benefits would be eliminated.
The benefits derived would be still further reduced by
the fact that land rates are such as to meet water com-
petition because of the short distances and excellent
trucking facilities to Boston and other deep-water ports.
However, recent evidence seems to indicate that the
development of Newburyport Harbor with a turning
basin might be justified if more adequate and reliable
data regarding annual savings could be obtained from
the local communities.

Portions Improved.

The portions of the Merrimack River improved by
the Federal government for navigation lie entirely in the
tidal section of the river, and are listed as two projects:
(1) Newburyport Harbor, extending from the outer end
of the jetties at the mouth of the river to Newburyport,
a distance of miles; (2) The Merrimack River, which
continues the channel from Newburyport to the railroad
bridge at Haverhill, a distance of approximately 16)4
miles.

The first project for the Merrimack River was adopted
in 1828, and was for improving the bar at the mouth of
the river. The improvement was extended to include
the channel to Haverhill in 1870, but modified in 1874
and 1896. These early projects were completed by
1894, at a total cost of $254,466.72, and all subsequent
improvements have been under separate projects for
Newburyport Harbor and the Merrimack River. The
existing project for the Merrimack River was adopted
in 1899, providing for a channel 150 feet wide and 7 feet
deep at mean low water from Newburyport to the rail-
road bridge at Haverhill. This work was begun in 1899
and completed in 1907 at a cost of $150,000. The
improvement for Newburyport Harbor was adopted in
1880, and with subsequent modifications provided for
two rubble jetties at the mouth of the river so as to secure
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a permanent channel across the bar 1,000 feet wide and
17 feet deep at mean low water. Authorization for
dredging through the bar was provided in 1910. This
project is considered 97 per cent complete, all work hav-
ing been practically completed as planned in 1914 at a
cost of $463,843.62. Maintenance costs to June 30, 1936,
have been $65,391.32.

Appropriations.

The total appropriations of funds to June 30, 1936,
have been as follows:

Merrimack River $404,466 72
671,708 13Newburyport Harbor

The latest allotment of $165,000 for repairing the
jetties at the mouth of the river was made from the
appropriation act of April 9, 1935.

Head of Navigation.

There is no commercial navigation above the railroad
bridge at Haverhill, but in view of the fact that rafts of
logs and other freight were once carried to and from the
reaches of the river above and below the dams at Law-
rence and Lowell, the head of navigation was placed in
1931 at about mile 58.5 in the town of Merrimack, N. IL,
which is the upstream limit of the pool above the dam at
Lowell. This section of the river extending from the head
of navigation at Haverhill to mile 58.5 is only partially
navigable. Above the head of tidewater are Mitchell’s
lower and upper falls. From the upper falls to the dam
at Lawrence the river becomes a series of detached ponds
whenever the natural flow 7 is stopped for storage by the
mills. There is a canal around the dam at Lawrence, and
the pool above is navigable for boats drawing two to
three feet for about 8 miles upstream to Hunt’s Falls.
There is a canal around the dam at Lowell, and the pool
above this extends 173dj miles upstream to Merrimack,
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N. H., providing a channel about 8 feet deep, but here
and there obstructed by boulders and ledges. The canal
at Lawrence is crossed by 14 fixed bridges, and at Lowell
by 10 fixed bridges. These bridges have a head room of
only a few feet. These canals, originally built under
state charter by the power companies, have been used for
navigation only a few’ times each in the past forty years.

Present Depths.

The controlling depths at mean low water, as indicated
by the latest available information of the Boston United
States Engineer office, are as follows:

9 feet over the bar at the mouth (1936).
81 feet from the bar to Newburyport (1936)
12 feet in the natural channel from Newburyport to a point of about

one half mile above the mouth of the Powow River (1914) and
thence 2 feet to the railroad bridge at Haverhill (1931).

Above Haverhill the depths are believed to be about
as described in the previous paragraph, except that
channel conditions were probably seriously affected by
the flood of March, 1936. The bar at the mouth of the
river consists of shifting sand, and its controlling depth
changes rapidly and frequently. The mean tidal range
is 7.9 feet at the mouth and 4.6 feet at Haverhill.

At the last session the House of Representatives com-
mittee on rivers and harbors requested the War Depart-
ment to hold a public hearing on navigation improve-
ments from the mouth of the river to Haverhill. A
preliminary map and tentative plan, entitled “Merri-
mack River, Massachusetts, from Mouth to Haverhill,”
has been prepared by the United States Engineer office,
Boston, Mass., dated June 8, 1937.

None of the statistics which the various civic associa-
tions will of necessity have to prepare for presentation
to show' justification for a final decision as to what depth
the Federal government will approve the deepening of the
channel to Haverhill are available at this time.
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Terminal and Transfer Facilities.
There are existing wharves for handling water-borne freight on the

Merrimack River at Newburyport, Merrimacport, Groveland and
Haverhill. The facilities at Newburyport, consisting of 15 wharves
for receiving coal, petroleum products, fish and miscellaneous freight,
are fully described in United States Engineer Department’s Port
Series No. 24, “The Ports of Northern New England.” 1 Merrimac-
port and Groveland each has a wharf equipped with steam-hoisting
machinery for handling coal, but these wharves are no longer in use
for water-borne commerce. At Haverhill there are 7 wharves which
were formerly used for the receipt and storage of coal. One of these
is now used for storing oil in tanks, and another is equipped to receive
coal either by rail or by water.

Only three of the foregoing terminals have direct rail connections,
but several are so situated that spurs could easily be provided, and
all have good highway connections. There are no municipal termi-
nals, but ample space exists for public or additional private wharves
should their development be desired.

Above Haverhill there are no existing terminals for water-borne
commerce, nor is there any demand for them at the present time.
If a need for them should arise, their construction would be difficult
and costly because the manufacturing establishments which would
need them now occupy most of the available space on the water front,
and, in many cases, have already seriously encroached on the river
channel.

Commerce. 1
The water-borne commerce consists chiefly of coal and petroleum

products delivered to Newburyport in motor vessels and barges of
from 11 to 16 foot draft, and to Haverhill in barges of about 9-foot
draft. The traffic in petroleum to Haverhill, however, has been dis-
continued since the flood of March, 1936. Since 1927 an annual
average of about 36,357 tons of sand have been dredged and shipped
from the river mouth in lighters drawing 18 feet. The following table
shows amounts and value of the commerce handled in the two projects
sections for the past ten years:

Data, courtesy of the Boston office, Corps of Engineers, United States Army
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Water-Borne Commerce.

Newburyport Harbor. Merrimack River.
Year. i —;

1

Tons. j Value. Tons. 1 Value.

1926 34,433 $679,957 16,167 $696,347

1927 45,565 700,826 67,241 717,700
1928 59,203 678,516 58,933 741,424

1929 51,403 628,013 63,311 617,696

1930 47,858 703,748 52,696 198,006
1931 38,659 443,471 65,219 446,956

1932 51,779 429,057 46,921 297,849

1933 29,494 317,058 j 43,543 302,663

1934 19,598 227,061 55,185 322,175

1935 24,410 256,520 53,675 349,278
10-year mean . . . 40,240 $506,423 52,289 $469,009

Table showing Prior Reports of the United States Engineer Department,
(List compiled by Boston office, Corps of Engineers, United States Army.]

tw« Scope of Report and Where Published t> j , •Date - Section Covehed. or Filed, ■ Recommendations.

1903 Examination and survey, 9- H. Doc. No. 311, Unfavorable,
foot channel, Newburyport to 58th Congress, 2d
Haverhill. Session.

1906 Examination and survey, 12- H. Doc. No. 339, Unfavorable,
foot channel, Newburyport to 59th Congress, 2d
Haverhill. Session.

1906 Examination and survey for re- H. Doc. No. 339, Favorable, but no proj-
moving obstructions at the 59th Congress, 2d ect adopted,
mouth. Session.

1909 Examination and survey, 14- H. Doc. No. 2, 61st District engineer, favor-
foot channel, mouth to Haver- Congress, Ist Ses- able. Chief of en-
hill. sion. gineers, unfavorable.

1911 Preliminary examination, Ha- H. Doc. No. 9, 62d Unfavorable,
verhill to Lowell. Congress, Ist Ses-

sion.
1913 Preliminary examination and H. Doc. No. 1813, Favorable, subject to

survey, Lowell to the sea. 64th Congress, 2d local co-operation.
Session. No action.

1916 Preliminary examination for 18- H. Doc. No. 1813, Unfavorable,
foot channel, Lowell to Man- 64th Congress, 2d
Chester. Session.

1920 Preliminary examination for in- Not printed. Boston Unfavorable.
creased depth by reservoirs. FileNo. Misc. 72/81.

1920 Review of H. Doc. No. 1813 by H. Doc. No. 5. 66th Unfavorable.
Board of Engineers. Congress, 2d Ses-

sion.
1923 Review of H. Doc. No. 1813 by H. Doc. No. 1, 68th Unfavorable.

Board of Engineers. Congress, Ist Ses-
sion.

1927 Report on Flood of November, Not printed. Boston None.
1927. File No. Misc.

1076/58.
1928 Preliminary examination for IS- Not printed. Boston Unfavorable.

foot channel, Lowell to the File No. Misc.
sea. 114/55.
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Table showing Prior Reports of the United States Engineer Department
Concluded.

Date, ’"TFiled Shed Recommendations.

1930 Report on navigation, flood H. Doc. No. 649, Unfavorable.
control, power development 71st Congress, 3d
and irrigation under H. Doc. Session.
No. 308.

1931 Report on navigation status. Not printed. Boston Concludes head of nav-
Fi 1 e No. Misc. igation to be 54.5
1256/79. miles above mouth.

1934 Supplementary report to Divi- Not printed. Boston None. Concludes stor-
sion engineer on H. Doc. No. File No. Merri- age reservoirs eco-
-649. mack 1411/28. nomicnlly feasible

but not practicable.
1936 Preliminary examination, Lowell Not printed. Boston Unfavorable,

to the sea. File No. Merri-
mack 168/30.

IX. LEGISLATION ENACTED AND PROPOSED.

A.. 1935.

Chapter 446 of the Acts of the year 1935 created a
Merrimack River Valley Sewerage District, defining an
area of sixteen cities and towns, differing only from the
present resolve (chapter 60, 1937) in that the town of
Newbury was not included. The act provided that the
district should be under the management and control of a
Board of five members appointed by the Governor, each
member being allowed a per diem compensation.

The Board was authorized, among other things, to
construct, maintain and operate for the district, subject
to the approval of the Department of Public Health,
trunk sewers, pumping stations, intercepting sewers,
connections and other sewerage works as might be required
for a system for suitably treating, disposing of or divert-
ing from the waters of the Merrimack River sewage and
other pollution originating in any of the said cities and
towns.

Provision was made for the assessment upon each city
and town in the district a certain proportion of the cost
of maintenance and operation based upon the respective
populations.

The act further provided that, unless prior to January
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1, 1936, at least the sum of $10,000,000 had been allo-
cated by the Federal government for the purposes of the
act, it should thereupon cease to be effective. No appoint-
ments to the Board were made, no money was appro-
priated by the Federal government, and the legislation
became inoperative.

B. 1936.

Chapter 420 of the Acts of the year 1936 is substan-
tially the same as the act of the previous year, except that
the members of the Board are unpaid. The Board is
also authorized to act jointly with the New Hampshire
Water Resources Board, the joint body to be known as
the Merrimack River Valley Authority. This authority
shall act as an advisory planning board relative to all
works and projects deemed appropriate for the health,
welfare and safety of the inhabitants of the watershed of
the Merrimack River and its tributaries.

It is also provided that, with the exception of the section
creating the Board, and the section referred to above
authorizing it to act jointly with the New Hampshire
Water Resources Board, the act shall cease to be effective
on January 1, 1938, unless prior thereto the sum of
$10,000,000, or less if sufficient to cover the cost of the
project, shall have been allocated by the Federal govern-
ment. Appointments were made by the Governor to the
Board, but no money has been appropriated either by the
Federal government or by the Commonwealth, thus leav-
ing the Board, in the absence of further legislation, prac-
tically ineffectual.

C. 1937.

House Bill No. 1421, filed with the Legislature of 1937
and specifically referred to in the resolve under which this
report is made, would also establish a Merrimack Valley
District under the control of a commission of three mem-
bers appointed by the Governor. A salary not to exceed
$7,500 is provided for the Commissioner, and not to
exceed $4,000 each for two Associate Commissioners.
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In addition to the provisions of the earlier legislation
already referred to, it is further provided that there shall
be a division of planning, consisting of six members,
three appointed by the Governor, and to serve without
compensation, and three ex officio. This division is au-
thorized to investigate and make recommendations to
the Commission, including among other things plans for
traffic and transportation, highways, bridges, waterways,
railroads, disposal of waste and refuse, pollution, beau-
tification of roadsides, navigation, water supply, recrea-
tional facilities, bath houses and beaches, fish life, flood
control, winter sports, soil erosion and conservation. It
also provides for the transfer to the Commission of the
control and management of the Salisbury Beach Reserva-
tion.

So much of this act as refers to sewerage matters shall
take effect upon appropriation by Federal authorities of
such sums as are sufficient to cover the cost of construc-
tion. In other respects the act shall take effect upon its
acceptance within five years after its passage by at least
ten cities and towns of the district containing a majority
of the population of the entire district.

It has been extremely difficult to even approximate the
amount of money which might justly be spent in the
development of the Merrimack Valley. Undeniably the
valley possesses many of the advantages necessary for
industrial development, ample power, adequate sup-
plies of industrial process water, good highway and rail
facilities, excellent industrial sites, and a large reservoir
of skilled labor. No other area of the State is better
equipped for industrial and commercial development.
Despite all these advantages industrial activity has
experienced very substantial decreases in the last ten to
fifteen years, due to severe competition from other regions
of the country and general business depression after
1929. Unless there is a definite reversal of this down-
ward trend, and a very substantial increase in activity,

X. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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pay rolls and employment, it will be impossible for the
local communities to afford the development of recrea-
tional facilities, new water supplies, or remedial measures
for the removal of pollution from the river. Likewise, it
would be difficult under these conditions to justify the
expenditure by the State of any substantial sums in
view of the region’s problematic future.

The solution to the problems of the valley has been
complicated by many technical considerations. Most
of the proposals are so intimately related that the solution
of one often materially affects the solution of another.
Further, it is almost impossible to evaluate in terms of
dollars and cents many of the intangible benefits created
by improvements such as the elimination of stream
pollution or the development of recreational facilities.
The principal findings of the report are herewith sum-
marized, together with some discussion of their relation-
ships.

Agriculture in the valley is well established, consisting
principally of dairying, fruit growing, poultry raising
and truck gardening for local industrial markets. Because
of the great variety of soil types and their irregular appear-
ance, it is extremely difficult to work out a program of
adequate development in land utilization. The difficulty
is further aggravated by the fact that a densely settled
area like the Merrimack Valley, evolving from industrial
and population centers, frequently exerts a more potent
influence on the pattern of land utilization than the
underlying physical background.

In recent years specialized agriculture and part-time
farming have brought a slight increase in the value of
farm products, but in view of the soil types and increasing
settled areas, no rapid and important growth may be
expected. In large areas of the valley, where soil is not
favorable for the development of commercial agriculture,
a more logical utilization would be systematic forestry
under state or town management, wdiich might well be
combined with the promotion of various recreational
facilities so important in serving the large concentrations
of population in near-by industrial cities.
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The solution to water resources problems in the valley
is considerably more involved. Flood control is of para-
mount importance if recurrence of the $20,000,000 damage
sustained in the 1936 flood is to be prevented. It is
generally agreed that proposals for navigation above
Haverhill cannot be financially justified. Furthermore,
it has been shown that any navigation developments
above Haverhill which necessitate the raising of normal
water levels introduce additional flood hazards, vitiat-
ing the pending flood control program outlined by the
Army Engineers and ratified by Interstate Compact. It
remains to be demonstrated whether benefits derived
from the development of a channel to Haverhill, capable
of carrying ocean-going barges, would be commensurate
with the costs involved. Benefits cannot be estimated,
due to the lack of reliable data. Any appropriation for
the development of navigation other than that now
allocated for the use of the United States Army Engineers
in restoring the 7-foot channel from Newburyport to
Haverhill, shoaled by the 1936 flood, and possible develop-
ment of Newburyport Harbor, should be deferred until
more accurate data regarding benefits through reduced
transportation costs are made available, and the capi-
talized value of such annual savings and benefits can be
shown to be equal to or greater than the annual carrying
charges on the navigation improvements.

The solution to certain water supply and pollution
conditions in the valley is of considerable industrial and
commercial importance and intimately related to the
development of recreational facilities. Industrial and
commercial demands which early necessitated the res-
ervation of most of the large and desirable water bodies
for water supply purposes, and use of the river as a logical
means of waste disposal, have seriously jeopardized the
development of adequate recreational facilities. Con-
sequently, the provision of recreational facilities has
more and more become a palliative matter of haphazard
development of minor and less desirable sites. In the
broad solution to this recreational problem two approaches
are possible, either remove the pollution and waste
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from the river, making it again available as a recreational
resource, or release the larger and more desirable ponds
in the valley now reserved for water supply purposes.
The cost of removing pollution from the river to the extent
that it would be fit for recreation would be in the neigh-
borhood of thirty to forty million dollars, while the cost
of new water supply for certain of the towns would be
in the neighborhood of ten to twelve million dollars. It
is obvious that the expenditure of either of such sums

could not be justified on the basis of present industrial
conditions in the valley or for recreational benefits alone.
However, it so happens that certain of the municipalities
in the valley are rapidly approaching the time when new
supplies will be necessary. In such event it might be
possible to develop a joint supply preferably from Wachu-
sett Reservoir, if suitable financial arrangements could
be made with the Metropolitan Water District, or from
Salmon Brook, to include the entire valley below the
New Hampshire boundary. Such a plan would release
certain important water bodies, such as Haggett’s Pond
in Andover; Great Pond in North Andover; Chadwick,
Johnson and Hovey’s ponds in Haverhill, Groveland and
Boxford, respectively; Crystal and Kenoza lakes, and
Millvale Reservoir in Haverhill, where it has become
increasingly difficult to prevent pollution. Not only
would the valley be furnished with an adequate supply
of water of excellent quality, but the recreational pos-
sibilities of the valley would be greatly enhanced under
such a plan. Further, such an approach seems to be
more possible of financial accomplishment than the
development of the Merrimack River for recreation by
the elimination of pollution. However, .-esthetics should
require in any case the elimination of pollution so as to
prevent nuisances now existing below the city of Law-
rence, and especially in the vicinity of Haverhill.

Such a new wTater supply plan also would create addi-
tional taxable property in the vicinity of many of the
released lakes and ponds now used as water supplies.
From this it would appear that if an expenditure sufficient
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for the purpose is considered possible, and means for
raising this sum through an equitable division of costs can
be devised, this water supply improvement seems worthy
of consideration. For that reason a legislative bill
providing for the creation of a Merrimack River Valley
Water District has been drafted by this Commission
and is here recommended for enactment.

While conditions of pollution in the river are extreme
and demand immediate attention, if only for aesthetic
reasons, the recent investigation shows that remedial
measures to make the river available for recreation would
not be justified. Under the circumstances it would seem
more logical to provide some methods of local disposal
or partial treatment, thus removing many of the offensive
conditions without involving such heavy expenditures as
would be required for a trunk sewer, however desirable
such a proposal would be. Complete elimination of
pollution by means of a trunk sewer costing between
thirty and forty million dollars, as mentioned above, does
not seem justified by benefits received, nor does it seem
equitable to expect the individual industries to so treat
their wastes as to completely eliminate all pollution.
It is conceivable that such stringent requirements on
industry might easily make the operation of many indus-
trial plants too costly, thus leading to their migration
from the valley. Such a result would be far more serious
than pollution of the river.

It should be emphasized that the process of restoring
the waters of a stream to their original purity is not always
sound economics. Certain streams, such as the Merri-
mack, are primarily industrial, and function as a means
for the disposal of reasonable quantities of wastes. So
long as such wastes do not become a menace to public
health, do not create unduly offensive conditions, or
seriously impair the rights of other users, it is difficult
to see that these rivers serve a less useful purpose than if
restored to original purity for recreational purposes,
especially where the development of other recreation
facilities can be obtained.
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In addition to the relationship with water supply and
pollution the development of a recreational program for
the valley is considerably involved. Two other major
factors must be considered, the relation to a logical
and appropriate program of land utilization, and easy
accessibility to transportation facilities. Further, in de-
veloping the basic pattern for the location of recrea-
tional facilities it should be remembered that, due to the
unfortunate economic condition of the valley, the diffi-
culty arises of providing facilities for a low-wage industrial
population. This makes it
facilities be easily accessible
most of whom can little
expenses. Therefore small
within easy reach of large
tremely important.

necessary that recreational
to large numbers of people,
afford any transportation
local recreational facilities
population centers are ex-

In the study of recreation, facilities were considered
under five general groups: (1) beaches; (2) highway
picnic grounds; (3) auto camps and trailer grounds;
(4) fishing; and (5) local and municipal recreational
facilities. With the exception of Salisbury Beach there
are no salt water beaches in the valley suited for develop-
ment for large numbers of people. A primary study of
sites for highway picnic grounds was made and several
illustrated in the report as samples. Likewise, several
sample sites for the development of auto camps and trailer
grounds have been discussed.

Fishing possibilities in the valley are restricted because
the fresh water available for recreational use is limited
in proportion to the land area, and totally inadequate to
serve the needs of the population. Nearly all the desirable
water bodies are unavailable for public recreational use
because of their use as public water supply, and the river
is so polluted that it is not only repugnant to anglers
but detrimental to fish life. Various possibilities exist
for improving fishing opportunities, such as (a) the
development of recreation and range-cultural ponds for
propagating fish to be used in stocking rivers and streams;
(.b ) the elimination of pollution from the Merrimack
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River and by providing fishways and encouraging migra-
tory fish; and (c) the development of fishing privileges
on various lakes throughout the valley through adoption
of joint water supply schemes mentioned above.

Consideration for the development of a system of
intensive recreational areas has been based upon relation-
ship to three principal population centers: (1) Lowell
area; (2) Lawrence-Haverhill area; and (3) Newbury-
port area, and the pattern of primary sites developed to
serve these specific areas. The sites are described in detail
in the body of the report. The principal ones are Whortle-
berry Hill at Tyngs Pond in Dracut, to serve the Lowell
area, supplemented by several minor alternate sites;
Ward Hill on the Merrimack in Haverhill, to serve the
Lawrence-Haverhill area, the adequate development of
which, however, is dependent upon complete removal of
pollution from the river; and Powow Hill on Lake Gard-
ner, to serve the Newburyport area, supplemented by
several secondary sites.

Highway transportation problems may be divided
into two principal groups, those involving the connec-
tion of the valley with surrounding metropolitan and
industrial regions, and local traffic conditions within the
valley itself. The most important interregional proposals
as indicated by the State Planning Board’s plan are:
(1) the Atlantic Coastal Freeway, a main interregional
route from Washington to Maine, of which the Massa-
chusetts link will serve as a connection between the
Merrimack Valley, the Worcester area and points south,
and likewise the Merrimack Valley with Maine and points
north; (2) the improvement of the so-called Middlesex
Turnpike, furnishing a new route from Boston to New
Hampshire, serving also as an important local route
between Lowell and Boston; (3) improvement of Route
28 to New Hampshire; (4) improvement of the Newbury-
port Turnpike across the valley.

Local traffic conditions in the valley are reasonably
satisfactory with the exception of congestion in the cities
of Lowell, Lawrence and Haverhill; temporary conges-
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tion in Lawrence and Methuen when the Rockingham
race track is in operation; the inadequate road between
Lawrence and Haverhill; and seasonal congestion at the
Newburyport-Salisbury bridge.

A study of the various needs of the valley has been
considered, and a number of major and minor improve-
ments proposed discussed in detail in the highway
section of the report. The major improvements involve
the by-pass north of Lowell, Lawrence and Haverhill,
$12,500,000; the extension of the Middlesex Turnpike,
$3,000,000; the Newburyport-Salisbury bridge and wid-
ening of Route 1, $3,100,000; and the Merrimack Valley
Scenic Highway, $17,125,000. Several other minor im-
provements are contemplated.

It has been shown that a complete program of improve-
ments covering the various proposals would involve the
expenditure of considerable sums estimated at upward
of $60,000,000. In view of the region’s problematic
industrial future, not only would it be difficult to justify
the expenditure of such vast sums for improvement hav-
ing only local benefits, but it would be financially im-
possible. It remains, therefore, to reconsider all the
proposals in the light of realistic objectives and financial
limitations, emphasizing only those items which have
outstanding merit.

The total assessed value of the combined 17 munici-
palities is slightly less than $350,000,000, and not only is it
unlikely to show material increase, but has already in
recent years shown substantial decreases. It would
therefore appear that the problem becomes one of first
determining what improvements are desirable, and then
devising means of justifying their financing either by
the local, State or Federal government. Two important
improvements may be eliminated from our financial
consideration here, namely, flood control, which has
already been provided for under Interstate Compacts at
the expense of the State and the Federal government,
and any navigation improvements which may be approved
by the War Department, such as maintaining present
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channel from Haverhill to the sea, since the funds are
derived through Federal appropriations. Any naviga-
tion improvements over and above those approved by the
War Department would, of course, involve local expendi-
tures, unless the Federal government can be shown that
further expenditures are justifiable.

Many of the highway improvements contemplated
may be considered as part of the State Highway Depart-
ment’s normal improvement program, except such im-
provements having only local value, among which should
be classed the Merrimack Valley Scenic Parkway. This
leaves for financial consideration only the questions of
water supply, sewage disposal and recreational improve-
ments.

As has been indicated above, the solution to the recrea-
tion program can be greatly simplified by co-ordination
with a water supply and recreation plan involving a joint
supply from Wachusett Reservoir or Salmon Brook for
the principal municipalities of the valley, thus releasing
desirable lakes and ponds for recreational use. This
improvement would involve an expenditure of between
ten and fifteen million dollars, and if combined with a
logical land utilization program it could yield permanent
benefits of considerable value to the region. Further,
in lieu of the complete removal of pollution by means of a
trunk-line sewer, estimated to cost between thirty and
forty million dollars, and less urgent from the recreational
standpoint if the above water supply scheme should be
adopted, it has been estimated that partial treatment
adequate for the removal of the most offensive conditions
of smell and putrefaction could be obtained for about
$9,000,000. This estimate includes the cost of providing
local trunkline sewers, pumping stations and appurte-
nances, and is exclusive of land and other damages and
capitalized charges for maintenance and operation costs.
However, such a program, even if based upon an equitable
division of costs according to mutual benefits, should be
adopted only after careful consideration of the future possi-
bilities of the valley.
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This Commission is of the opinion, therefore, that, in
the absence of a trunk-line sewer, which appears to be a
remote possibility at the present time on account of the
large financial outlay, the creation of a Merrimack River
Valley Sewerage District is not justifiable. Until such
time as funds for such a trunk-line sewer may be forth-
coming from Federal or other sources, this Commission
believes material benefit may be secured through au-
thorizing the Department of Public Health at its discre-
tion to require proper sewerage works in certain locations
in the interests of public health. Legislation toward that
end is accordingly herewith submitted, and its enactment
recommended.

With provision as above for a Merrimack River Water
District and for local sewer works where required by the
Department of Public Health, this Commission believes
the various other provisions of House Bill No. 1421 are
adequately taken care of by established State agencies.
It differs from previous legislation in the set-up of the
Commission, in the salary provisions, in the transfer of
the Salisbury Beach Reservation, and particularly in the
creation of a Division of Planning within the Merrimack
River Valley District. The functions and duties of this
Division of Planning are a duplication of the functions
and duties of the State Planning Board created by chapter
475 of the Acts of the year 1935, and vested with addi-
tional powers as the Interstate Commission on Water
Resources by chapter 278 of the Acts of the year 1936.

The membership of the State Planning Board, includ-
ing as it does in addition to six members, appointed by
the Governor, the Commissioner or a representative
delegated by him from the Departments of Public Works,
Public Health and Conservation, renders it in a partic-
ularly strategic position to investigate and recommend
with regard to conservation, highways, sewerage, sewage
disposal, flood control, recreation, pollution, transporta-
tion and the other matters referred to in House Bill No.
1421. For this reason this Commission believes no legisla-
tion other than that herein proposed with regard to the
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area referred to as the Merrimack River Valley District
is necessary at this time.

XI. RECOMMENDATIONS.

For the reasons set forth in the foregoing report, this
Commission respectfully recommends the enactment of
the accompanying legislation:

A. An Act establishing the Merrimack River Valley Water Dis-
trict and Merrimack River Valley Water District Commission.

B. An Act with reference to the construction of sewage treatment
works and connections with sewerage systems in the Merrimack
River Valiev.

Respectfully submitted,

HENRY D. CHADWICK,
Commissioner of Public Health.

WILLIAM J. KEEFI
Chief Engineer of the Department of Public Utilities.

RICHARD K. HALE,
Associate Commissioner of Public Work

ERNEST J. BEAN 1

Commissioner of Conservation.
ELISABETH M. HERLIHY,

Chairman of the State Planning Board.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Thirty-Eight.

An Act establishing the merrimack river valley

WATER DISTRICT AND MERRIMACK RIVER VALLEY' WATER

DISTRICT COMMISSION.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives in General Court assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 1. There is hereby created the Merri-
-2 mack River Valley Water District, hereinafter called
3 the district, which shall include all the territory
4 of the cities and towns in the Merrimack river val-
-5 ley as follows: Amesbury, Andover, Chelmsford,
6 Dracut, Groveland, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell,
7 Merrimac, Methuen, Newbury, Newburyport, North
8 Andover, Salisbury, Tewksbury, Tyngsborough and
9 West Newbury.

1 Section 2. The district shall be under the man-
-2 agement and control of a commission, which is hereby
3 created and which shall be known as the Merrimack
4 River Valley Water District Commission, herein-
o after called the commission. The commission shall

PROPOSED LEGISLATION.

Appendix A.

Cfie Commontocaltj) of Massachusetts
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6 consist of three members, who shall be appointed

7 and may for cause be removed by the governor with
8 the advice and consent of the council. Two members
9 of the commission shall reside within the district.

10 Of the members of the commission first appointed,
11 one shall be appointed for the term of three years,
12 one for two years and one for one year and thereafter
13 as the term of a commissioner expires, his successor

14 shall be appointed in like manner for a term of three
15 years. The governor shall from time to time desig-
-16 nate the chairman who shall be known as the com-

-17 missioner and who shall not be a resident of the
18 district. The other two members of the commission
19 shall be known as associate commissioners. Every
20 member of the commission shall serve until his suc-
-21 cessor shall be appointed and qualified.

1 Section 3. The commissioner shall receive such
2 salary, not exceeding dollars per annum

3 and each of the associate commissioners such salary
4 not exceeding dollars per annum as the
5 governor and council may determine.

1 Section 4. The district shall have a seal, con-
-2 sisting of a circular die bearing the words “Common-
-3 wealth of Massachusetts, Merrimack River Valley
4 Water District, 1938”, which seal may be used
5 whenever deemed advisable by the commission, on
6 papers and documents issued or executed by the
7 commission or by any officer of the district thereunto
8 authorized by the commission.

1 Section 5. The commissioner shall be the execu-
-2 tive and administrative head of the commission and
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3 shall organize it in such divisions as he may from
4 time to time determine. He may, with the approval
5 of the governor and council, appoint a director of
6 each division to have charge of its work, and may,
7 with like approval, remove him. The compensation
8 of directors shall be fixed by the commissioners,
9 with the approval of the governor and council.

1 Section 6. The commission may appoint or
2 employ a secretary, engineers, inspectors, clerks,
3 stenographers, necessary experts, agents and other
4 employees, as they deem necessary and determine
5 their duties and compensation. The secretary, en-
-6 gineers and special experts shall be exempt from
7 chapter thirty-one of the General Law Ts and may be
8 removed by the commission.

1 Section 7. The commission shall secure con-
-2 venient quarters for an office and for the proper safe-
-3 guarding and keeping of maps, plans, documents,
4 papers and other property and equipment relating
5 to the business of the commission. It shall make
6 an annual report to the general court.

1 Section 8. The commission shall annually, on
2 or before November first, submit to the director of
3 the division of accounts of the state department of
4 corporations and taxation estimates of receipts and
5 expenditures for the ensuing year. Said director
6 shall study and review said estimates and shall
7 return the same as soon as possible to the commission
8 with his recommendations.

1 Section 9. The commission shall construct,
2 maintain and operate a system of water works and
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shall provide thereby a sufficient supply of pure
water for the cities and towns of said Merrimack
River Valley Water District and the inhabitants
thereof; shall secure and protect the purity of said
water; shall on application furnish water to any
town aforesaid that at the time of application owns
its water pipe system; shall on application furnish
water to any water company owning the water pipe
system in any town within said district, on such
water company assuming the assessments of the
town, if any, and making such payment as the com-
mission may determine; and in case of fire or other
emergency may furnish water to any town or water
company, on such payment as the commission may
determine; provided, that any such town last re-
ferred to shall first have acquired the works of any
water company therein situated, constructed for the
purpose of supplying said town or its inhabitants with
water. The commission shall furnish water to the
city or town or company, by delivering it into a main
water pipe, reservoir or tank of the town or com-
pany, under sufficient pressure for use without local
pumping, unless delivered in some other manner by
mutual agreement between the parties interested;
and shall have the direction and control of the connec-
tions between the Merrimack River Valley Water
District and local systems.
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The commission may, subject to all the provisions
relating to the construction, operation and main-
tenance by said commission of a water supply system
set forth in this chapter, sell and deliver water from
any of the reservoirs or aqueducts of Merrimack
River Valley Water District to any concentration
camp established in the commonwealth by the
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United States, and lay and maintain such pipe lines
and other works necessary therefor, upon terms and
conditions to be agreed upon by the duly authorized
officer or representative of the United States govern-
ment and said commission.

37
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All payments made as aforesaid for furnishing
water to water companies and to cities and towns or
water companies for the supply of sections of a city
or town, and for selling and delivering water to any
concentration camp shall be appropriated to the
payment of the cost incurred by the district in con-
necting such city or town or section of a town, water
company or concentration camp with the Merrimack
River Valley Water District system, and the balance
after such cost is paid, as well as all other payments
for furnishing water to a town or water company in
case of fire or other emergency, or as otherwise
authorized, except payments as annual assessments
by cities and towns or water companies, shall be
applied by the state treasurer to the payment of
serial bonds, issued on account of the Merrimack
River Valley Water District and, if there should be
a net surplus after providing for the aforesaid charges,
it may be appropriated for such new construction
as the commission may determine. All payments
made as annual assessments either by cities and
towns or water companies shall be applied as provided
in section twenty-five.
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1 Section 10. For the purposes aforesaid, said
2 district, acting through said Merrimack River Valley

3 Water District Commission, may take by eminent
4 domain under chapter seventy-nine of the General
5 Laws, or may acquire by lease, purchase or other-
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6 wise, and hold, the waters of any ground water
7 sources within the limits of the Merrimack river
8 valley in Massachusetts not already appropriated
9 for purposes of public water supply; and may take

10 the waters of Salmon brook and Unquetenassett
11 brook at suitable points in the town of Dunstable,
12 and may take and divert thereinto the waters also
13 of Mulpus brook at a suitable point in the town of
14 Shirley, or may obtain a supply of water from the
15 metropolitan water district in accordance with sec-
16 tion eleven of this act substantially in accordance
17 with the plans shown in the report of the department
18 of public health contained in house document three
19 hundred and two of the year nineteen hundred and
20 twenty-eight; and for said purposes may take by
21 eminent domain under said chapter seventy-nine, or
22 acquire by lease, purchase, gift, devise or otherwise,
23 and hold, all lands, rights of way and other easements
24 necessary for collecting, storing, holding, purifying
25 and treating such water and protecting and preserv
26 ing the purity thereof and for conveying the same
27 to any part of said Merrimack River Valley Water
28 District; provided, that no source of water supply
29 and no lands necessary for protecting and preserving
30 the purity of the water shall be taken or used without
31 first obtaining the advice and approval of the depart-
32 ment of public health, and that the location and
33 arrangement of all dams, reservoirs, wells or filter
34 galleries, filtration and pumping plants or other
35 works necessary in carrying out the provisions of
36 this act shall be subject to the approval of said de-
-37 partment; and for said purposes said Merrimack
38 River Valley Water District may acquire by lease,
39 purchase, gift, devise or otherwise any appliances,
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works, tools, machinery and other equipment that
may be necessary or expedient in carrying out the
provisions of this act. Said Merrimack River Valley
Water District may construct and maintain on the
lands acquired and held under this act proper dams,
wells, reservoirs, pumping and filtration plants,
buildings, standpipes, tanks, fixtures and other
structures, including also purification and treatment
works, the construction and maintenance of which
shall be subject to the approval of said department
of public health, and may make excavations, procure
and operate machinery, and provide such other
means and appliances and do such other things as
may be necessary for the establishment and main-
tenance of complete and effective water works; and
for that purpose may construct, lay and maintain
aqueducts, conduits, pipes and other works, under
or over any lands, water courses, railroads, railways
and public or other ways, and along any such way
in such manner as not unnecessarily to obstruct the
same; and for the purposes of constructing, laying,
maintaining, operating and repairing such conduits,
pipes and other works, and for all other proper pur-
poses of this act, said Merrimack River Valley
Water District may dig up or raise and embank any
such lands, highways or other ways in such manner
as to cause the least hindrance to public travel
thereon; provided, that all things done upon any
such way shall be subject to the direction of the city
or town authorities. Said Merrimack River Valley
Water District shall not enter upon, construct or lay
any conduits, pipes or other works within the loca-
tion of any railroad corporation except at such time
and in such manner as it may agree upon with such
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corporation or, in case of failure so to agree, as may
be approved by the department of public utilities.
Said Merrimack River Valley Water District may
enter upon any lands for the purpose of making
surveys, test pits and borings, and may take or other-
wise acquire the right to occupy temporarily any
lands necessary for the construction of any works
or for any other purpose authorized by this act.
The land, water rights and other property taken or

acquired under this act, and all works, buildings
and other structures erected or constructed there-
under, shall be managed, improved and controlled
by the commission in such manner as it shall deem
for the best interest of the Merrimack River Valley
Water District. Any person or corporation injured
in his or its property by any action of said Merri-
mack River Valley Water District or commission
under this act may recover damages from said Merri-
mack River Valley Water District under said chap-
ter seventy-nine; provided, that the right to damages
for the taking of any water, water source or water
right, or any injury thereto, shall not vest until
the water is actually withdrawn or diverted by said
Merrimack River Valley Water District under
authority of this act.
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1 Section 11. Section ten of chapter ninety-two
2 of the General Laws, Tercentenary Edition, is hereby
3 amended by adding after line thirty-six of said
4 section the following paragraph: The commis-
-5 sion shall furnish water to the Merrimack River
6 Valley Water District, established by chapter ,

7 acts of nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, by de-
-8 livering the same at a point near the Wachusett
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9 dam of the metropolitan water district into an
10 aqueduct of said Merrimack River Valley Water
11 District, on payment by said Merrimack River
12 Valley Water District of such sum as the commission
13 may determine to be an equitable share of the value
14 of the works and on payment by the towns in said
15 Merrimack river valley of such further annual
16 assessments as the commission may determine pro-
-17 vided that the aggregate total in any year of such
18 assessments shall not exceed the amount per million
19 gallons charged for water delivered to any town or
20 water company supplied with water from Wachusett
21 reservoir or from any of the aqueducts conveying
22 water from said reservoir and by adding at the
23 end of said section ten the following paragraph:
24 All payments made as aforesaid for furnishing water
25 to said Merrimack River Valley Water District shall
26 be appropriated to the payment of the cost incurred
27 by the district in making a connection to the aque-
-28 duct of said Merrimack River Valley Water District,
29 and the balance and all annual assessments on the
30 towns in said Merrimack River Valley Water Dis-
-31 trict shall be applied by the state treasurer to the
32 payment of the interest, sinking fund and serial
33 bond requirements, and the expenses of maintenance
34 and operation of the metropolitan water system.
35 Section twenty-six of chapter ninety-two, General
36 Laws, Tercentenary Edition, shall be amended by
37 substituting for the last sentence in the first para-
-38 graph of said section the following: The state
39 treasurer shall annually notify each town in the
40 district of the amount of its assessment determined
41 as provided in this section and shall annually notify
42 each town in said Merrimack River Valley Water
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43 District of the amount of its assessment determined
44 as provided in section ten hereof, and the same shall
45 be paid by each such town to the commonwealth at
46 the time required for the payment of and as a part
47 of its state tax.

1 Section 12. The commission and any city or
2 town or water company included in section one
3 may agree with each other for the storing or pumping
4 of water, or the furnishing of the same as provided
5 in section nine, by either party to any city or town
6 or company; and any such city or town or company
7 may sell to the commission and the commission may
8 purchase any property of such city or town or com-
-9 pany, whether taken by eminent domain or other-

-10 wise, that the commission may deem desirable for
11 use in furnishing, as aforesaid, water to any city,
12 town or water company.

1 Section 13. The commission may utilize the
2 fall of water at any dam or other structure under its
3 charge, and may thereby produce power or electricity,
4 and may transmit such power or electricity by pipes,
5 wires or other suitable means, and sell the same, or
6 the right to use the same, by written or other con-
-7 tract, to run for a term not exceeding fifteen years.
8 Any person authorized by the commission shall have
9 all the powers relating to the production, sale and

10 transmission of power and electricity given by this
11 chapter to said commission. The commission shall,
12 at least ten days before making a contract for the
13 sale of such electricity, cause to be printed in some
14 newspaper published in the town where the electric-
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15 ity is to be generated a request for proposals for the
16 purchase of electricity to be sold by the commission.

1 Section 14. The commission may, by lease,
2 license or other agreement, permit the construction
3 and maintenance, on any land under its control for
4 water supply and water works purposes, of towers,
5 poles, wires and other structures for the purpose of
6 transmitting electric power over lands and waters
7 of the Merrimack River Valley Water District held
8 for water supply purposes; provided, that, in the
9 opinion of the commission, such lease, license or

10 agreement will not affect or interfere with the district
11 water supply, and provided, further, that no lease,
12 license or agreement shall be given or made for a
13 period of more than fifteen years.

1 Section 15. The commission shall keep all water
2 works constructed or maintained by it and all bridges
3 built by it safe, and shall have charge of, use, main-
-4 tain and operate the same, and the Merrimack
5 River Valley Water District shall be exclusively
6 responsible for all damages caused thereby or by any
7 defect or want of repair therein. The commission
8 shall have the exclusive right and control over all
9 ponds and reservoirs used by it in supplying water,

10 and may order all persons to keep from entering in,
11 upon or over the waters thereof and the lands of the
12 Merrimack River Valley Water District; may inspect
13 the water works and fixtures in any city or town
14 supplied wholly or in part from the works under the
15 charge of the commission, and may take all proper
16 measures to determine the amount of water used
17 and wasted and to prevent the improper use or
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18 waste of water. The commission may construct
19 and maintain such works and provide such other
20 means as it may deem necessary for measuring the
21 water supplied to each of the cities or towns in the
22 Merrimack River Valley Water District, and the
23 expenses thereof shall be considered as a part of
24 the expenditure required for the construction and
25 maintenance, respectively, of the water works of
26 said district.

1 Section 16. No city or town or water company
2 owning a water pipe system in any such city or town
3 shall, except in case of emergency, use for domestic
4 purposes water from any source not now used by it
5 except as provided in this chapter. If any city or
6 town in the Merrimack River Valley Water District
7 shall take the franchise, works and property in such
8 town or towns of any water company, the compensa-
-9 tion to be allowed and paid therefor shall not be

10 increased or decreased by reason of this chapter.
11 No city or town in said water district now supplied
12 with water by a water company owning the water
13 pipe system in such city or town shall introduce
14 water from the water works of said district until it
15 shall first have acquired the works of such company.

1 Section 17. The department of public health
2 shall make rules and regulations for the sanitary
3 protection of such waters used by the commission
4 for the water supply of any city or town or water
5 company aforesaid. The commission shall cause
6 such rules and regulations to be posted at or near
7 the waters to which they respectively apply, and
8 shall also cause the same to be published at least once
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9 in a newspaper published in the county where said
10 waters are in whole or in part situated, and such
11 posting and publication shall be sufficient notice to
12 all persons. The sworn certificate of any member
13 of the commission or of its secretary of such posting
14 and publication, or of the posting or publication of
15 an order made by the commission, shall be prima
16 facie evidence thereof. A copy of any such rule,
17 regulation or order, attested by any member of the
18 commission or by its secretary, shall be prima facie
19 evidence that said rule, regulation or order was made
20 by the department of public health or by the com-
-21 mission, as the case may be.

1 Section 18. No person shall take or divert any
2 water of a water supply of any city or town in said
3 Merrimack River Valley Water District from any
4 water source, reservoir, conduit or pipe used for
5 supplying such water to or in any such town, or
6 occupy, injure or interfere with any such water, or
7 any land, building, aqueduct, pipe, drain, conduit,
8 hydrant, machinery or other work or property so
9 used, and no person shall corrupt, render impure,

10 waste or improperly use any such water.

1 Section 19. The preceding section shall not
2 apply to any person in taking or diverting any such
3 water or interfering with or occupying any water,
4 land or works therein described, by permission of
5 the commission, or the water board, water com-

-6 missioners or superintendent of any town having
7 charge of the land, water or works; nor to the individ-
-8 ual inhabitants of any city or town within the water-
-9 shed of any water supply used by the commission,
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10 or by any city or town aforesaid, in taking from the
11 part of the supply or from the tributaries of the
12 supply within their respective city or town limits
13 so much of the water thereof as they shall need
14 for their ordinary domestic household purposes, for
15 extinguishing fires or for generating steam.

1 Section 20. The commission, and its employees
2 designated for the purpose, shall enforce the provi-
-3 sions of this act and the rules, regulations and orders
4 made thereunder, and may enter into any building,
5 and upon any land for the purpose of ascertaining
6 whether sources of pollution there exist, and whether
7 said sections and the rules, regulations and orders
8 made as aforesaid are complied with; and, where the
9 enforcement of any such laws, rules, regulations or

10 orders will require all works for the removal or purifi-
-11 cation of sewage, the commission shall not enforce the
12 same until it has provided such works, and the
13 amount paid therefor shall be considered as part of
14 the expenses of construction of the metropolitan
15 water wr orks, and such works shall be maintained
16 and operated as a part of said water works.

1 Section 21. The supreme judicial or superior
2 court or any justice of either court shall, on petition
3 of the commission or of any town or person interested,
4 have jurisdiction in equity or otherwise to enforce
5 the provisions of this act, and any rule, regulation
6 or order made thereunder, and to prevent any viola-
-7 tion of said sections, rules, regulations or orders. ’

1 Section 22. Whoever violates any provision of
2 this act or violates or refuses to comply with any
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3 rule, regulation or order made thereunder, shall be
4 punished by a fine of not more than five hundred
5 dollars or by imprisonment not exceeding one year
6 in the house of correction, or both. Any such fine
7 shall be to the use of the commonwealth.

1 Section 23. All general laws relating to the
2 water supplies of towns or the lands and other prop-
-3 erty used for such supplies shall, so far as consistent
4 with the provisions of this act relating to the Merri-
-5 mack River Valley Water District, apply to and be
6 observed in carrying out said provisions.

1 Section 24. The commission in making contracts
2 for the construction of works of the Merrimack
3 River Valley Water District shall require every
4 employer of labor engaged therein to give to each
5 city or town where such labor may be employed a
6 bond in the penal sum of three thousand dollars,
7 conditioned to save harmless and indemnify such
8 city or town against any loss, expense or charges that
9 said city or town may legally incur because of indigent

10 employees brought to said city or town and having
11 no settlement therein. This section shall not deprive
12 any city or town of any other rights or remedies.

1 Section 25. The state treasurer shall apply the
2 proceeds from the sale or exchange of property of the
3 Merrimack River Valley Water District and the
4 proceeds from the sale of bonds of the Merrimack
5 River Valley Water District Loan, exclusive of the
6 amounts received from premiums, to the payments
7 for waters or other property taken or purchased for
8 said system, damages sustained by any person in the
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9 construction, maintenance and operation of said
10 system of Merrimack River Valley District Water
11 Works, and payments for the expenses of construc-
-12 tion thereof; and shall apply any assessments pro-
-13 vided for in section twenty-six paid by the cities and
14 towns of the Merrimack River Valley Water Dis-
-15 trict, and the proceeds from the operation by the
16 commission of said system, exclusive of said proceeds
17 from sales or exchanges of property, to the payment
18 of the interest, serial bond requirements, and expenses
19 of maintenance and operation of said system.

1 Section 26. The state treasurer, for the purpose
2 of making the apportionment to the cities and towns
3 in the Merrimack River Valley Water District of
4 the amount required in each year to pay the interest,
5 serial bond requirements and expenses of main-
-6 tenance and operation of the Merrimack River Valley
7 Water District system, shall, in each year, apportion
8 such amounts to the cities and towns in said dis-
-9 trict, one third in proportion to their valuations for

10 the preceding year and the remaining two thirds in
11 proportion to their consumption, in said year, of
12 water received from all sources of supply as deter-
-13 mined by the commission and certified to said treas-
-14 urer, said apportionment being for the require-
-15 ments other than those to be apportioned under
16 section eleven of this act; provided, that there shall
17 be included in reckoning such proportion only one
18 fifth of the total valuation, and nothing for con-
-19 sumption of water, for any city or town which has
20 not reached the safe capacity of its present sources
21 of supply or of the sources of supply of the water
22 company by which it is supplied, determined as
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23 aforesaid, cr which has not made application to said
commission for water; and provided, further, that
any city or town assessed upon its full valuation
which obtains a part of its water supply from its
own works or receives a supply from a water com-
pany, with the approval of the department of public
health, shall be allowed and credited in its apportion-
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ment with a sum equal to dollars for each
million gallons of water furnished as aforesaid, as
determined by said commission and certified to said
treasurer. The state treasurer shall annually notify
each town of the amount of its assessment, and the
same shall be paid by the town to the commonwealth
at the time required for the payment of and as part
of its state tax.
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Any city or town belonging to the Merrimack
River Valley Water District which is assessed upon
its total valuation which shall agree with the com-
mission to furnish from its own works a constant
and fixed quantity of water of proper quality as
may be determined by the department of public
health for a term of five or more years, as a part of its
own water supply, such quantity to be not greater
than the safe capacity of its sources in a dry year as
determined by said commission, shall be allowed
and credited in its apportionment with such sum
for every million gallons furnished in accordance
with the agreement so made, as shall be determined
in each year by the said commission and certified by
it to the state treasurer; provided, that the said
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sum shall not be less than dollars per million
gallons and shall not exceed the average cost to the
Merrimack River Valley Water District of water
furnished from the Merrimack River Valley Water
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57 District system during the year preceding that in
58 which the assessment is made.

Section 27. The water board, water commis-
sioners or superintendent of any city or town in the
Merrimack River Valley Water District shall for
their city or town have the charge and control of
the water sources, water and water works owned and
used by said city or town and not taken or used by
the commission. Said board, commissioners or super-
intendent shall distribute and control the use of the
water so furnished, and apply meters and extend the
pipes and other work as they may deem expedient;
shall keep the pipes, fixtures and other works under
their charge in good condition and repair, but shall
not expend in any year more than the amount appro-
priated by the city or town therefor. Said board,
commissioners or superintendent, with the approval
of the mayor or selectmen, shall determine the rate
to be paid for water by the owner of the premises to
which the water is furnished, or by the persons using
the water; provided, that the minimum rates to be
paid for water, and the premises to which any high
service supply shall be furnished, shall be subject
to the approval of the commission. Any such board,
commission or superintendent shall for the water
works under their charge do all the acts and things
relating to buildings, machinery, roads, conduits,
aqueducts, pipes and drains, which the commission
is authorized to do for the water works under its
charge, and may take lands therefor on behalf of the
city or town by eminent domain under chapter
seventy-nine, in fee or otherwise, and shall do all
such acts and things in the manner in which the
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32 commission is authorized to do similar things. The
33 income received in each city or town from the water
34 works under the charge of its water board, water
35 commissioners or superintendent, shall be applied
36 to the payment of the expenses of maintenance and
37 operation incurred by said board, commissioners
38 or superintendent; the interest and sinking fund
39 requirements of all bonds, notes or scrip of the city
40 or town issued on account of the water works of such
41 city or town; the assessment of the city or town to
42 be paid to the state treasurer as provided in sections
43 eleven and twenty-six; the expenses of the extension
44 of the works; and the balance, if any, as the town
45 may determine. If such income in any year shall not
46 be sufficient for said payments the balance required
47 therefor shall be raised by taxation or by loan, as
48 the city or town may determine; and the city or town
49 may assess such taxes and make such loans without
50 further authority from the general court.

1 Section 28. All cities and towns, districts or
2 corporations which derive all or any part of their
3 water supply from the Merrimack River Valley
4 Water District system or from sources used by or

5 under the control of the commission shall equip with
6 water meters all water services installed for them,
7 and shall also annually equip with water meters five
8 per cent of the water services which were unmetered
9 on December thirty-first of the year next following

10 the acceptance of this act until all are metered; and
11 shall charge each consumer having a meter service
12 in proportion to the amount of water used; provided,
13 that no city or town shall, in any one year, contract
14 for more than the number of meters to be installed
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15 by it during that year under this section; and pro-

-16 vided, also that a minimum rate may be fixed for
17 which the consumer shall be entitled to a stated
18 quantity of water.

1 Section 29. If a city or town, or water company
2 in any year neglects or refuses to comply with any
3 provision of the preceding section, it shall forfeit to
4 the commonwealth for the use of the Merrimack
5 River Valley Water District not less than twenty
6 nor more than one hundred dollars for each day after
7 the expiration of said year during which such viola-
-8 tion or neglect continues, to be recovered in an action
9 of contract brought in the county of Essex in the

10 name of the commonwealth, or by an information
11 in equity in the name of the attorney general at the
12 relation of the commission, brought in the supreme
13 judicial court for said county.

1 Section 30. Meters shall receive the necessary
2 care and maintenance to secure proper efficiency
3 and shall be tested or replaced by the city or town,
4 or water company -whenever there is reason to believe
5 that the records furnished by them are inaccurate,
6 or whenever the service furnished is in other respects
7 inefficient. Cities, towns, and water companies
8 may make rules and regulations relative to the care,
9 maintenance and protection of meters, and for

10 properly ascertaining and recording the amount of
11 water actually used during specified periods by each
12 water consumer. The commission shall supervise
13 and promote the enforcement of this and the two
14 preceding sections; and if any city or town, or water
15 company violates or neglects in any respect to comply
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16 with a provision of said sections, the commission shall
17 forthwith give written notice of such violation or
18 neglect, together with the facts relative thereto, to
19 the attorney general. The supreme judicial court
20 may have jurisdiction, upon an information in equity
21 filed by the attorney general, to enforce all the terms
22 and provisions of said sections.

1 Section 31. The three preceding sections shall
2 not apply to the water service for fire purposes only
3 of any city or town, or person, nor shall such service
4 be taken into consideration in computing metered
5 water service. All water used for the supply of public
6 buildings or other premises under the control of a
7 city, town or district, and all water used from the
8 public works for the flushing of sewers, watering of
9 streets and all other purposes, except for the extin-

-10 guishment of fires, may be paid for by the city or
11 town.

1 Section 32. The commission, in constructing,
2 maintaining and operating the water and water
3 supply may construct and maintain buildings, ma-
-4 chinery, roads, conduits and aqueducts; may lay
5 and maintain pipes, drains, sewers and wires; may

6 alter or change grades or directions of water courses;
7 may carry and conduct any aqueduct, conduit, pipe,
8 drain, sewer or wire under or over any water course,
9 or any railroad, or wTay, in such manner as not

10 unnecessarily to obstruct or impede travel thereon;
11 may dig up any such way, and lay, maintain and
12 repair aqueducts, conduits, pipes, wires, sewers and
13 other works beneath the surface thereof, conforming
14 to any reasonable regulations made by the aldermen
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or the selectmen of the city or town where such
works are performed, and restoring, so far as prac-
ticable, any such way to as good order and condition
as the same was in when such digging was com-
menced. The commission may enter upon and use
the lands of others; may take down dams to such an
extent as it may deem necessary for prosecuting its
works, and shall rebuild such dams whenever the
necessity for keeping them down ceases; shall use
such lands and do all work relating to such dams, in a
reasonable manner with regard to the interests of
the owners thereof, and, so far as practicable, shall
heed all reasonable requests made by such owners;
and in general may do any other act or thing neces-
sary or proper for carrying out the powers and duties
conferred upon it. Any person injured in his prop-
erty by the entry upon or use of his land by the
commission under this section may recover his dam-
ages under chapter seventy-nine.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
99

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

The commonwealth shall indemnify and save
harmless the several cities and towns where such
ways may be against all damages recovered against
them, and shall reimburse them for all expenses
incurred by reason of any defect or want of repair
in any way caused by the construction, maintenance
or repair of any of said works; provided, that the
commission shall have due and reasonable notice of
all claims for such damages or injury and opportunity
to make a legal defence thereto.

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

The commission may, with the consent of the
aldermen or selectmen, alter or change the location
or grade of any way crossed by any sewer, water
pipe, aqueduct or conduit constructed by it or in
which the works may be located.

44
45
46
47
48
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49 The commission, and the water board, water
50 commissioners or superintendent of any city or town
51 in the Merrimack River Valley Water District, in
52 exercising the powers or discharging the duties con-
-53 ferred or imposed by this chapter, may carry and
54 conduct any aqueduct, conduit, pipe, drain or wire
55 under or over tide waters or the waters of the Merri-
-56 mack river by such methods and in such manner as
57 the department of public works and the United States
58 War Department shall approve.

1 Section 33. The commission may make such
2 contracts and enter into such arrangements as it
3 may deem necessary for the construction, operation
4 and maintenance of any function or works authorized
5 by this act, may purchase necessary materials and
6 supplies and may secure necessary labor. Every
7 contract calling for an expenditure of more than five
8 hundred dollars shall be in writing, and no such
9 contract shall be awarded unless proposals and bids

10 therefor shall have previously been published once a
11 week for three successive weeks in three daily news-
-12 papers in Essex county at least two of which shall be
13 within the district. Such bids shall be opened pub-
-14 licly at the time and place announced in such news-
-15 paper publication.

1 Section 34. For the purpose of carrying out the
2 provisions of this act, the commission may expend
3 such amounts, not exceeding in the aggregate
4 dollars, as may, from time to time, be approved by
5 the governor and council. To meet such expendi-
-6 tures, the state treasurer shall, from time to time, on

7 the request of the commission and subject to such
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8 approval, issue bonds of the commonwealth to an

9 amount not exceeding the sum of dollars,
10 which shall be designated on their face, Merrimack
11 River Valley Water District Loan, Act of 1938.
12 Such bonds shall be issued as coupon or registered
13 bonds, for such term of years as may be recom-
-14 mended by the governor, in accordance with section
15 three of Article LXII of the amendments to the
16 constitution, and shall bear interest at such rate as
17 shall be fixed by the state treasurer, with the approval
18 of the governor and council.

1 Section 35. This act shall take effect upon its
2 acceptance within five years after its passage by at
3 least ten cities and towns of the district whose popula-
-4 tions in the aggregate constitute a majority of the
5 population of the entire district, such acceptance
6 to be made, in a city, by vote of the city council with
7 the approval of the mayor, and in a town by vote of
8 the inhabitants at a regular town meeting.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Thirty-Eight.

An Act with reference to the construction of

SEWAGE TREATMENT WORKS AND CONNECTIONS WITH

SEWERAGE SYSTEMS IN THE MERRIMACK RIVER VALLEY.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives in General Court assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 1. The department of public health,
2 after a public hearing, due notice whereof shall be
3 given by publication in one or more newspapers pub-
-4 lished within the territory known as the drainage
5 area of the Merrimack river and otherwise in its
6 discretion to all parties interested, may by its order
7 direct any city or town within such drainage area to
8 install, maintain and operate, or to provide for the
9 installation, maintenance and operation of, filter beds

10 or other works for the treatment, purification and
11 disposal of the sewage of such city or town.

1 Section 2. The supreme judicial court or the
2 superior court, upon application to it by said depart-
-3 ment or any other interested party, may enforce
4 any order made by said department under any provi-

Appendix B.

Che Commontoealth of Massachusetts
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5

6
/

8
9

sion of this act, and may restrain the use of any
premises, or any portion thereof, which shall have
been specified by said department in any such order
until all pertinent orders of the department relative
thereto shall have been complied with.




